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Over the summer we’ve been using 
the public beta version of iOS 11; 
whether we were enjoying a short 
weekend break at the beach with our 
iPhone cameras in tow, travelling with 
our iPads instead of MacBooks, or just 
slouching on a sofa doing the same 
things we normally do, we’ve felt the 
benefits of the many changes Apple’s 
latest annual update brings. Of course, 
we’ve put that hands-on experience to 
good use to bring you a huge 24-page 
guide that will help you get to grips 
with all things great and small about 
the new operating system.

When I bought a second-generation iPad Pro upon it’s release a 
few months ago, I stuck with iOS 10 for a couple of weeks, before 
upgrading it to the early beta. Even through inevitable moments 
of gritting my teeth through the troubles of using prerelease 
software, using iOS 11 for a few months has been an eye-opening 
experience that has dispensed with some of my cynicism toward 
the idea of using an iPad in place of a MacBook. At the heart of 
this positive experience is something we take for granted on the 
Mac, because it has been around for so long: drag and drop – more 
specifically, drag and drop between apps.

Subscribers to our weekly email newsletter (see maclife.com) 
will have heard this already, but it bears repeating: I think 
inter-app drag and drop will be widely recognized by iPad owners 
as the standout feature of iOS 11. It has taken seven years to get 
here, with Apple steadily laying solid foundations along the way, 
such as Split View and the corresponding ability for apps to 
radically adapt their interfaces to different screen proportions.

Apple’s past efforts combine with all the other improvements 
it has made in iOS 11 to deliver an excellent tablet experience. 
I hope you’ll find our collection of tips for the new iPhone and 
iPad operating system useful. I’d like to hear your reactions to it, 
whether positive or negative, and to know which parts of iOS you 
continue to feel are lacking. Write to me at letters@maclife.com.

Old dOg, new tricks

alan stOnebridge, Editor

Twitter: @maclife

>>>ThE TEam

david chartier
contributor 

David’s been pondering 

the possibilities of tech 

as a true fashion item.

matt smith
art editor 

Matt has been eyeing up 

an iPad Pro and Pencil to 

show off his art skills.

ed ricketts
Operations editor 

Ed can’t wait to try out 

the augmented reality 

apps that iOS 11 enables.
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Some of us have 
stuck with CS6 
for the benefits 
of Smart Objects.

On page 90 of the August issue, you used the word 
“insure.” Perhaps there is a difference between 
British and American usage, but I was taught that 
the word “insure” is solely used for insurance. 
Otherwise the word to use is “ensure.” bill boyd

That’s what we were taught, too. We messed up here, 
even though we learned this rule of thumb to ensure 
proper use: “i” for financial, else “e.”

Things like this creep into language over time, sometimes through 
misuse, but also because bigger publications than ours lead the way 
with decisions which then filter down to common use through exposure. 
This instance is a mistake, and your constructive feedback is appreciated.

We endeavour to use language well, though we don’t always get it 
right. It’s easy for software guides to become laden with sloppy use of 
language – that is, overly casual descriptions of interactions when trying 
to teach readers. Clarity of expression is something we try to keep in 
mind, from planning content to the day pages go to press. But, if we 
make a mistake or a mess in explaining something, please get in touch.

buying apps outright
I stopped using Photoshop and 

Lightroom when Adobe started 

its subscription service. How 

often I needed those apps did 

not justify a monthly fee. Now 

I am using Affinity Photo and 

Luminar. Luminar is a one-time 

purchase for $60, and Affinity 

Photo costs $50 and, I believe, 

is equal to Photoshop in most 

areas and superior in others.

darrEll mESSEngEr

annual assessment
Perhaps what we need is a 

company in the middle to sell us 

subs to multiple apps, so that 

we pay it for the software we 

want, and every year it could 

send us a detailed list of all of 

the apps we’re using so we can 

decide what’s important to us.  

This seems like it would be 

bridging the gap 
with Setapp
Setapp has come up with a 

model that bridges the gap 

between subscriptions and one 

time license fees. I think it’s a 

model that has a strong future.

The selection of apps is 

limited, but a lot of them are 

very popular ones that cost a lot 

more than the $9.99 per month 

or $99 annual subscription.

mikE THomaS

you’ll have seen this already, 

mike, but for readers who 

don’t subscribe to our weekly 

email newsletter: i also see 

a lot of value in the Setapp 

subscription service. what 

stops me buying in to it right 

now is that i already bought 

standalone, perpetual licenses 

for those apps i find useful 

from its selection.

i keep an eye on which 

developers add their wares 

to Setapp in the hope that 

someday it’ll be the best 

option for me. Here’s the 

rub when paying for apps: 

there’s an inflexible tendency 

toward offering one model or 

the other, but not both. apps 

in Setapp aren’t tied into only 

offering subscriptions, though.

beneficial not only to us, but 

also to developers.

robErT Haack

These (abridged) letters were 

in response to us talking 

about software subscriptions 

in our weekly email newsletter, 

after the announcement that 

writing app Ulysses would 

switch from perpetual licenses 

to ongoing payments.

darrell, what keeps us using 

Photoshop cS6, aside from 

familiarity, is Smart objects. 

we’re aching for a rival that 

enables us to quickly drop new 

screenshots onto photos of 

hardware as easily as it does.

robert, i think your concern 

is recognised by quite a few 

people in the software 

business, hence the arrival of 

Setapp at the start of 2017. 

Setapp gives you access to dozens 
of apps for a monthly rental fee.
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What next  
for Apple’s  
hard-to-get 
headphones?
A newly published Apple patent 
might point to AirPods’ future form
BY Ed RickEtts

EvEn As ApplE’s AirPods continue 
to suffer from stock shortages – the 
estimated shipping time for a pair 
has only just dropped from six weeks 
to four – it may be that the company 
is already in the planning stages of 
a new version.

A newly published patent 
application from Apple describes 
an “in-ear speaker hybrid audio 
transparency system.” This would 
enable the earphone wearer to 
selectively mute or amplify ambient 
sounds while still listening to 
audio – with the added benefit 
of eliminating the somewhat 
unpleasant echoey effect you 
experience when speaking while 
wearing headphones.

Headphones with this so-called 
“audio passthrough” technology 
aren’t new, though at the moment 
they’re generally confined to the 
more expensive end of the market. 
This is largely due to the complexity 
of adding both a microphone and 
sound processing technology to 
filter external sound, which in turn 

FEED YOUR MIND. FEAST YOUR EYES.

START
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Feed your mind. Feast your eyes.

5G broadband 
is a step closer

And Apple has a license to begin testing 
its technology for it BY pARkER WilhElm

ApplE hAs REcEivEd the 

go-ahead to test 5G broadband 

connectivity, the first step in a 

long journey towards the next 

generation of wireless comms. 

Granted by the FCC just a few 

months after the company 

applied for it, the license 

enables Apple to conduct 

trials with 5G millimeter wave 

technology on the 28GHz and 

39GHz frequency bands.

The move comes shortly 

after the regulatory agency 

opened up the commercial 

sale of certain 5G bands, with 

mobile carriers such as AT&T, 

Verizon, Sprint, and T-Mobile 

now making plans of their own 

to offer consumer-wide 5G 

within the next two years or so.

Apple isn’t alone in testing 

millimeter wave (mmWave) 

broadband; Google, Facebook, 

and most of the aforementioned 

carriers are also trialing it. 

Compared to existing 4G 

technology, mmWave transmits 

at higher frequencies and with 

a smaller wavelength, which 

means latency is reduced 

while transmission capacity 

is expanded. It’s not a magic 

bullet, as issues such as line 

of sight can still impact its 

performance, but it has the 

potential to be substantially 

faster than 4G. 

However, the 5G standard has 

yet to be ratified, and is unlikely 

to be before 2020 – so, coupled 

with the fact that Apple 

sometimes takes its time 

before embracing new tech, 

expect it to be quite a while 

before a 5G iPhone emerges.

increases the power requirements 
of such headphones.

Apple’s patent takes a somewhat 
different approach, however. Instead 
of the earpiece being completely 
sealed and thus blocking off the 
wearer’s ear canal entirely – which 
partly causes that echoing effect as 
sound bounces around in the ear 
canal – its headphones would 
incorporate a physical valve, driven 
by an armature, which could be 
opened or closed as needed.

Thus, if the user was speaking on 
the phone, the valve could be open 
in order to enable sounds to “leak” 
from the ear canal; then, out on the 
street, it could be closed to eliminate 
ambient noise.

The patent goes on to describe 
how this process could be automated 
based on, for example, whether the 
Phone app is currently active, or if 
motion-sensing data indicates the 
user is running – in which case it 
would be safer to have some ambient 
noise filtering in. Such noise could, 
according to the patent, be digitally 
altered and equalized, so that it 
sounds like the user is not wearing 
headphones at all.

Of course, as with all technology 
patents, the fact this one has been 
filed doesn’t necessarily indicate a 
product will follow. Interestingly, 
though, while the patent was only 
published in July this year, the 
original application was submitted 
back in January 2016 – so it’s feasible 
that development of a real product 
which uses the tech is further along 
than might first seem likely.
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iPad sales 
are on  

the rise
Cheaper models’ 
popularity likely 

responsible for the 
first rise in three years 

BY Michelle FitzsiMMons 
and caMeron Faulkner

quarter last year (when 9.9 million 
iPads were sold) and a 28 percent 
increase from the quarter before 
(8.9 million iPads). The iPad also 
achieved its highest market share 
in over four years, Cook said.

To put an even finer point on it, 
CNBC noted this is the first time 
iPad has enjoyed year-on-year 
sales growth since 2014. Indeed, the 
tablet market as a whole continues 
to struggle, with a 3.4 percent 
decline in sales compared to this 
point last year.

What’s interesting about Apple’s 
latest iPad results is that while unit 
sales grew by double-digits, revenue 
from iPad only rose by 2 percent 
year-over-year. Although Apple 
didn’t break out figures for specific 
models, this could mean customers 
bought more of the cheaper iPads 
rather than scrambling to scoop up 
the newer, pricier Pro models.

Tablets have created somewhat 
of a problem unto themselves. 
Smartphones like the iPhone usually 
make major advancements in both 
design and technology year after 

year due to the wide (and evolving) 
range of use-cases they cover, 

all eYes MaY be on the new iPhone 
right now, but iPad just had its best 
quarter sales-wise in a long time.

It’s not just a tiny uptick, either: 
Apple sold 11.4 million iPads in Q3, 
the three months ending July 1. 
Unsurprisingly, CEO Tim Cook 
called these “very positive results” 
on the company’s earnings call.

This figure pales in comparison 
to the 41 million iPhones also sold 
in the quarter, but it’s 
a surprising 15 percent 
increase from the same 

and so new models tend to attract 
previous buyers.

Tablets, meanwhile, evolve more 
slowly by comparison, and are seen 
more as an entertainment and 
productivity device. This distinction 
in buying habits further widened 
with the rise in popularity of 2-in-1 
computers, many of which detach 
into tablets of their own.

May of this year, however, saw 
the release of the new 9.7-inch iPad. 
Complete with most of the standout 
capabilities seen in the iPhone 7, 
the new iPad surprised many with 
its low price point of $329 – around 
$130 cheaper than its predecessor.

The recent upswing in tablet sales 
is thus likely due to something that 
had to happen eventually: prices 
getting lower. 2-in-1s forced the 
hands of tablet makers to do 
something they didn’t want to do, 
but now, finally, Apple and others 
are beginning to respond with more 
affordable hardware.

Don’t discount 
the iPad just yet…

>>>Start
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>>> David Chartier is a content strategist and writer with vast experience analyzing the tech world.  

He runs the website Finer Things in Tech (finerthings.in) and hosts its podcast, The Finer Things In.

T
he idea of wearing products 
on our persons has had a long 
journey to the mainstream. 
Remember when it became 

hard to tell whether someone 
was talking to themselves or a 
Bluetooth headset? Now we get 
to play Dick Tracy with our Apple 
Watches, and I think Apple is 
working to expand upon this trend 
in big ways.

Whether you pin the first 
wearable consumer tech as the 
iconic Walkman, Casio calculator 
watch, or something else, society 
has steadily marched towards 
joining with our devices. We aren’t 
quite at the precipice of the 
human-technology singularity 
yet, but Apple is one of the few 
companies that’s made headway 
with useful tools that are actually 
fashionable. Wait, bear with me…

While “fashionable” hasn’t 
been a common term in tech, 
I think you’ll start hearing it much 
more in the coming years. All the 
features and battery life in the 
world won’t sell a wearable gadget 
to the masses if it isn’t also 
something people actually want 
to wear. That means these devices 
need to fit our various and shifting 
senses of fashion. It wasn’t just 
Apple’s technology prowess that 
made it become the second largest 
watch maker (by revenue) in the 
world in just a year – it was also 

the company’s sheer good taste 
in design. So where does Apple 
Fashion, Inc. go from here?

In recent interviews, Tim Cook 
himself has stated that Apple is 
open to a device like the Apple 
Watch, but with broader medical 
features and monitoring. However, 
such a device would also be subject 
to longer and more stringent 
regulatory review cycles, which 
is why Cook also said the device 
would be separate from the 
Apple Watch.

Then there’s ARKit 
in iOS 11, Apple’s 
incredibly powerful 
new platform for 
developers to build 
apps that use 
augmented reality. 
Imagine moving your 
iPhone in front of you 
to see Maps’ directions 
painted on the streets 
around you, or a 
real-time view of your 
city as it looked 100 years 
ago, or a video game on 
your dining room table. 
ARKit is truly amazing 
stuff. But there’s a 
general consensus that 
its eventual vessel – 
maybe in the coming 
years – will be some 
kind of Apple-designed 
fashionable glasses. 

Now, I do think it’s worth 
examining this assumption in 
light of the failure of Google Glass. 
It was a similar product from 
Google that attached to a pair of 
glasses, but a key aspect to its 
downfall was Google’s horrible 
reputation for privacy. Google 
Glass could record video, and clips 
soon circulated of Glass wearers in 
bars being physically threatened 

if they didn’t remove the 
device. Bars and other 
establishments quickly 
responded with “No 
Google Glass Allowed” 
signs, naturally.

Apple, on the other 
hand, arguably leads 

the industry in focusing 
on personal privacy and 

security. If any company 
has a shot at this kind of 

device, it’s the one.
And, if Apple sticks to 

its process, it will introduce 
these products gradually. 
Think about how iOS has 

steadily improved each year: 
first an App Store, then 
copy and paste, document 
sharing, business support, 
a jumbo iPad that has 
outsold the Mac, and so on. 
This is uncharted territory, 
but Apple has worked for 
quite some time to guide 
us through it.

When wearables become fashionables, they’ll 
really take off, says david chartier – and 
Apple is the company to lead the charge

>the shift
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Farewell 
to the 

iPod nano 
and iPod 

Shuffle
Apple prunes the last 

two branches of the 
non-iOS-powered 

iPod family tree
BY Parker Wilhelm

the bite-sized iPod shuffle’s 
clip-on design made it a hit with 
the gym crowd.

As Apple has focused more on 
its app-driven iOS infrastructure 
and pushing services such as 
Apple Music, devices like the iPod 
nano and iPod shuffle – which 
were already long overdue for an 
update – became lower priorities 
for the company.
In effect, the iPod touch – 

essentially an iPhone without 
cellular capabilities – is the new 
standard for anyone just wanting 
to tote around their favorite tunes. 
Should you want to avoid the 
hustle and bustle of apps and 
Wi-Fi connectivity, you’ll have 
to look into a different brand of 
player or take extra-good care of 
your legacy shuffle or nano – 
after all, it’s a collector’s item 
now. Time to head to eBay?

FanS oF liStening to tunes in 
tiny vessels and retro-tech lovers 
alike are in for some bad news, as 
Apple has discontinued the iPod 
nano and iPod shuffle and has 
removed the devices from its 
retail and online stores.

“Today, we are simplifying our 
iPod lineup with two models of 
iPod touch, now with double the 
capacity, starting at just $199, and 
we are discontinuing the iPod 
shuffle and iPod nano,” Apple said 

in a statement to Bloomberg. 
As the statement notes, the two 
pocket-sized members of the 
long-running iPod family are 
no more, but the last remaining 
representative, the iPod touch, 
lives on in a 32GB model for $199 
and a 128GB model for $299. 
Though these offer extra storage 
space over the previous versions, 
they do so at the same prices.

Perhaps the most surprising 
thing about this is that it comes 
almost three years after the 
discontinuation of the iPod classic, 
which was only surpassed in 
capacity by an iOS device last year, 
that being the iPhone 7. Now, the 
universally recognized iPod name 
lives on solely with the iPod touch.

A staple for joggers, party-
goers, schoolkids, and everyone 
in between, the iPod nano took 
over the iPod classic’s role as a 
high-capacity music player that 
fit in your pocket. Meanwhile, 
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Leica TL2
leica-camera.com
$1,950

>>> Could this be the Apple fan’s perfect 

camera? As you’d expect from Leica, you get 

fantastic photo quality thanks to a 24-megapixel 

sensor and advanced image processing from its 

Maestro II chip, but also a minimalist chassis 

that comes in MacBook Pro-matching silver, 

machined from a single piece of aluminum 

(naturally). The TL2 goes for touchscreen 

controls over buttons and dials on its body, 

making it a looker. It can record 4K video, and 

it has a USB-C port for connecting to your Mac. 

You’ll need to add a lens, though.

>>>Start Feed your mind. Feast your eyes.
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KEF LS50 Wireless
us.kef.com
$2,199

>>> The LS50 bookshelf speakers were an 

anniversary special from one of the best audio 

manufacturers out there, and quickly became 

famous for serious sound quality in a small package. 

Now KEF has added to that great mix. The speakers 

have an unusual design in which the small tweeter 

sits at the center of the bigger main driver. There’s 

now an audiophile-quality amp built in, as well as 

wireless connectivity – so you can stream from your 

iPhone or plug in gear such as a turntable to get 

sound out as if you had a full hi-fi system. A great 

buy for music lovers who don’t have loads of space.

Samsung The Frame
samsung.com 
From $1,999

>>> When is a TV not a TV? When it’s also a whole 

bunch of art, like The Frame. Designed by Yves 

Behar – perhaps the only technology designer 

as well respected as Jony Ive – when this 55-inch 

or 65-inch 4K TV isn’t showing movies, it displays 

art instead. It comes with 100 pieces of stimulating 

artistry preloaded, and you can buy more or pay a 

monthly sub. It looks like a picture frame, so art 

feels like a natural fit, and its brightness adjusts to 

ambient light so it looks natural in its surroundings. 

Also, it doesn’t waste energy: motion sensors detect 

if anyone is around and turn off the screen if not. 

Chord Electronics Hugo 2
moon-audio.com
$2,379

>>> A digital-to-analog converter (DAC) is vital for 

turning music files into real sound, but the one 

built in to your iPhone or iPad is kind of average. 

Plug this into your Mac’s USB port or iPhone’s 

Lightning port, then your speaker or headphones 

into the Hugo 2, and your music gets much better 

treatment, especially if it’s lossless – the custom 

processor brings out more detail. It can even handle 

specialist hi-fi headphones that the iPhone alone 

can’t properly drive, but any good set of cans will 

sound better through it –  as you’d hope for this 

price. Also check out its $599 sibling, the Mojo.
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There are many more improvements 
that work on iPhone as well as iPad, 
of course, including the ability to 
annotate documents and screenshots, 
new creative tools for photos and videos, 
a new file manager that works with 
iCloud Drive and other storage, and 
support for tagging documents so you 
can find them easily later on. Plus, the 
App Store has a new look that makes 
finding apps fresh and exciting again. 
You’ll find many tips and techniques 

here that will boost your productivity 
and make your iPhone and iPad more 
enjoyable than ever. Not yet ugpraded? 
We think you soon will.

>
it’S that time of year when 
Apple gives us all a special 
treat: a major update to the 

iPhone and iPad’s operating system. 
One of the biggest features is, without 
a doubt, the revamped Control Center – 
as well as a new look, it has a lot of new 
controls, and gives you the ability to 
rearrange many of them to your liking.

This update is a big one for the iPad, 
where major improvements include the 
ability to drag and drop things between 
apps, a Dock that can hold more icons 
and be used even while you’re in an app, 
and more capable multitasking, with up 
to four apps on screen at once.

the next-gen operating system for 
your iPhone and iPad is here, and 
it’s packed full of features that will 
transform your devices and your 
productivity. We show you how to 
make the most of the changes, 
both big and small…
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iOS 11 cOnSOlidateS all of the items in 
Control Center into a single page, rather 
than expecting you to swipe left or right 

between general, media playback, and HomeKit 
controls like in iOS 10. Because it makes things 
much faster to access, it’s one of our favorite 
changes in this year’s upgrade.

At a glance you might think some controls have 
been removed in iOS 11. There’s no sign of AirDrop, 
for example. The key to getting the most from 
Control Center is to remember that you can apply 
a long press (or a firm one on devices equipped with 
3D Touch) to many of the individual or groups of 
controls to reveal additional features, or sometimes 
contextual settings.
Aside from it being better structured and quicker 

to navigate, there’s a long list of new controls you 
can add to Control Center. Plus, while some of the 
items on the panel can’t be rearranged or removed, 
you’re given some choice over the order in which 
items you add appear. If you add a lot of extras, 
Control Center scrolls vertically by a small amount, 
but it’s still quicker to get around than before.

Customize
cOntrOl center

3
audiO cOntrOlS

This group contains 

the basic playback controls. 

You can press it to reveal a 

precise playback position 

slider and an icon to choose 

which headphones or speaker 

1
BrightneSS 

and vOlume

Slide a finger up or down 

these controls to adjust their 

levels. Hold a finger on one 

to open a larger version and 

make finer adjustments. For 

brightness, this reveals Night 

Shift and True Tone controls, 

if your device supports them.

2
Slider typeS

Some controls, such 

as the flashlight, use a slider 

with notched levels. On 

iPhone 7 and 7 Plus, you can 

feel your way between the 

discrete levels if you haven‘t 

disabled Settings > Sounds 

& Haptics > System Haptics. 

receives audio. If the latter of 

those is all you want, just tap 

the pulsing icon at the top 

right of the audio controls 

group to skip the intermediate  

level and go straight to the 

list of available outputs.

4
cOnnectivity

Press the connectivity 

group to confirm which Wi-Fi 

network you’re using, to alter 

AirDrop’s setting, and – if your 

carrier allows tethering – 

a toggle for Personal Hotspot.

Control Center has two types 
of slider: smooth and notched.

>>>Feature
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1
lOw pOwer mOde (iphOne)

Tap to shut down certain functions – see Settings > 

Battery – and slow the rate of power consumption.

2
dO nOt diSturB while driving (iphOne)

This feature for driving more safely normally kicks 

in automatically (see page 35), but this starts it manually.

3
vOice memOS (iphOne)

Tap this to go to the Voice Memos app, or hold it 

for options to start a recording or play back the last one. 

4
wallet (iphOne)

Tap to open Wallet to use Apple Pay or another 

card there. Hold it to check your last transaction.

5
apple tv remOte

This opens a built-in remote control, with a menu 

to choose an Apple TV, plus a Siri button for tvOS.

6
acceSSiBility ShOrtcutS

This opens a panel containing shortcuts to various 

accessibility features that might be useful – or necessary!

7
magnifier

Tap to open the magnifier mode added in iOS 10, 

without you having to triple-click the Home button. 

8
guided acceSS

This takes you to Settings > General > Accessibility > 

Guided Access so you can configure this parental control 

and lock your child into one app and restrict capabilities.

9
text Size

This opens a slider which adjusts the text size in 

apps that support iOS’s Dynamic Text resizing feature.

10
nOteS

Tap to create or append to a note, depending on 

your settings. Hold to start one of various kinds of note.

11
Screen recOrding

Tap to record your device’s screen output. After 

a short countdown, the top bar turns red. Tap this control 

again or the bar to save to the Videos album in Photos.

12
alarm, StOpwatch & timer

Tapping takes you to the relevant tab in Clock. 

As in iOS 10, you can hold/press Timer to reveal presets; 

sadly there are no such shortcuts on the new controls.

5
chOOSe cOntrOlS

There are more items 

available for Control Center 

than it initially displays. 

In Settings > Control Center, 

under More Controls, tap + 

next to an item to add it. 

Under Include at the top of 

the page, drag the handles on 

the right to move around the 

extra items; you can open 

Control Center while here to 

check you’re happy with their 

arrangement in it.

6
audiO cOntrOlS

You can jump straight 

to output selection from the 

top level of Control Center, 

but you might press the audio 

group to skim more precisely, 

which is great for podcasts.

all the new controls…
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Lock down
NotificatioNs

the basics of notifications remain the 
same in iOS 11. They can appear as a banner 
across the top of the screen, play a sound, 

and display a badge on their parent app’s Home 
screen icon to remind you there are things awaiting 
your attention. However, there are some important 
changes to know about. Helpfully, they include the 
use of clearer language to describe behaviors and 
hopefully prevent confusion.

In the past you might previously have stopped 
an app showing notifications on the Lock screen 
because you didn’t want it to display potentially 
sensitive data there. Problem is, you could also miss 
important notifications. Fortunately, this should no 
longer be necessary – one of iOS 11’s most welcome 
changes can fix that for you.

1  baNNers, plaiN aNd simple

The first change is a matter of clearer 

terminology, and will be beneficial if you’re 

new to iOS. Previously, Apple used the term 

“banners” to refer to the kind that briefly pop 

in at the top of the screen and disappear a 

few seconds later, and “alerts” for those that 

look identical but stick around till opened or 

dismissed. In iOS 11, both are now called 

banners, and the distinction between them 

is clearer: you’ll find them described as  

“temporary” and “persistent” in apps’ pages 

in Settings > Notifications.

2  New Names for familiar faces

Go to any app’s notification settings 

and you’ll see there are no longer “Show in 

Notification Center” and “Show on Lock 

Screen” items. In their place are two new 

options: “Show on Cover Sheet” and “Show 

in History.” Unlike banners, these aren’t just 

a name change. While the Cover Sheet is 

essentially what you already know as 

Notification Center – still accessed by swiping 

down from the screen’s top edge – it sports 

some functionality changes for the better.

3  iNstaNt photos, wherever you are

It’s no longer possible to set an app’s notifications 

so that alerts appear on the Lock screen but not in the 

Cover Sheet, or vice versa. The two places are identical 

in content and functionality, save for the distinction of 

your device being locked or unlocked (which is important 

to the next tip, about notification previews).

As a consequence of the Lock screen and the Cover 

Sheet being the same, a super-quick route to camera 

features is available even when you’re using an app: 

just swipe down from the top of the screen to reveal 

the Cover Sheet, then swipe left on an empty area of it.

>>>Feature
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4
to preview or 

Not to preview

In previous versions of iOS, 

notification settings for a few 

apps – notably Mail and 

Messages – included a Show 

Previews option. You could 

change this from “Always” to 

“When Unlocked” or “Never” 

to prevent private info being 

visible on the Lock screen. 

The majority of apps didn’t offer 

this, though. iOS 11 fixes this 

with a global Show Previews 

setting at the top of Settings > 

Notifications, providing a way to 

ensure no info from any app is 

readable by roving eyes.

This default setting for all 

apps is supplemented by a Show 

Previews item within every app’s 

settings. This arrangement gives 

you more privacy by default, but 

you can allow apps to deviate 

from the norm if you know they 

won’t leak anything sensitive.

5
rest fiNger to preview

Prior to iOS 11, you might have enabled Settings > 

General > Accessibility > Home Button > Rest Finger to 

Open. If that’s the case and you set the master Show 

Previews setting to When Unlocked, after unlocking your 

device you’ll have to pull down the Cover Sheet to read 

the items that were shown on the Lock screen.

Disable that accessibility setting and, after waking 

your device, resting your finger on the Touch ID sensor 

will unlock your device but immediately preview your 

notifications; press the Sleep/Wake button if you want 

to lock the device and hide the previews again.

6
NotificatioNs history

There are two tiers to notifications on the Lock 

screen/Cover Sheet. Tap any app’s name in Settings > 

Notifications and you’ll see “Show on Cover Sheet,” 

which is the list of recent and unattended alerts shown 

when you wake your device or pull down the Cover Sheet.

“Show in History” refers to the list of older items you 

haven’t acted upon or dismissed, shown when you swipe 

up on the Lock screen or Cover Sheet. So, you might 

prioritise Facebook’s Messenger app to inform you of 

direct messages on the Cover Sheet, but confine status 

updates from the main Facebook app to the history, say.
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For the first time since the App 
Store opened in 2008, Apple has 
given it a complete redesign 

that looks more elegant and is easier to 
navigate. Apps and games are separated 
into their own tabs, and you’ll be 
tempted to revisit often to see what’s 
featured in the Today tab.

In the new-look store you’ll find tips 
on using popular apps, developer 
profiles and interviews, and listings that 
are better structured to help you find out 
what you need to know about apps.

2
the today page

This features fresh content 

that’s updated daily, including 

Apple’s picks of an app and a 

game, themed roundups, and 

tips on how to use promoted 

apps. Not checked the store for 

a few days? Just scroll down to 

catch up on what you’ve missed.

3
editorial pages

Tap an item on the Today 

page to get insight into the story 

behind an app. You can download 

apps straight from these pages, 

or tap one’s name or icon to go 

to its regular App Store listing – 

to check device compatibility, 

say. At the bottom of each story 

is an option to share a link to it. 

4
return to the top

Rather than reach for the 

X at the top right, scroll to the 

top of a story and swipe down 

to return to the Today page.

 > Very old apps don’t work
1

32-bit apps won’t run on 

iOS 11. If you’re concerned about 

downloading an old app that’s still in 

the store, look out for a gray banner at 

the top of its page that explains “The 

developer of this app needs to update 

it to work with iOS 11.”

If an incompatible app was installed 

before you upgraded iOS, the same 

explanatory message will appear in a 

dialog that includes a Learn More 

button. Tapping that button takes you 

to a page in Settings that lists all of 

the incompatible apps on your device.

That page is accessible at any time 

by going to Settings > General > About. 

If there’s no chevron to the right of 

Applications there, no incompatible 

apps are installed. This doesn’t check 

past purchases that aren’t installed.

editorial page

today page

Welcome to the 
new-look app store

>>>Feature



new app store settings

One of these is a potential data- and money-saver

10
auto-play Videos

Video previews in the 

App Store play automatically by 

default, but you can change this 

behavior in Settings > iTunes & 

App Store > Auto Play Videos to 

play only on Wi-Fi or not at all.

11
ratings and reViews

Turning off In-App Ratings 

& Reviews stops apps from 

pestering you for feedback. But it 

applies only to apps that’ve been 

updated or added to the store 

since Apple began requiring 

developers to use its official 

means of requesting feedback.

12
oFFload unused apps

This feature sounds useful 

for saving storage, but Apple’s 

description implies you should 

think carefully about enabling it; 

it sounds like reinstalling a past 

purchase brings back its data 

only if the app is still in the store.

5
ignore games or apps

Don’t care about games? Perhaps 

it’s work that’s the low priority on your 

iPhone. Thankfully, Apple has split apps 

and games into separate tabs, including 

charts of paid and free items, and their 

various categories.

6
easier-to-Find details

App listings use large headlines 

to guide your eyes. Under “Supports” 

lower down the page you’ll find clear 

icons and descriptions of iCloud and 

iOS features an app works with, such 

as Wallet and Family Sharing.

7
app compatibility

Scroll down to Compatibility to 

find out in an instant whether an app 

works on the device you’re using.  

Tap to see the minimum iOS version 

needed, and other compatible devices.

8
search results

Search for a developer’s name 

and it’ll appear as a result in its own 

right. Developers’ listings are also 

improved to highlight the most recent 

release, which is great if you‘re a fan of 

a particular game maker, such as Sega.

9
browse by deVice

Further down a company’s page 

you’ll see its apps under headlines for 

different Apple devices, so you can 

easily find out whether you can play on 

Apple TV, and what iMessage apps and 

stickers are available.

app listing

deVeloper listing
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3
Add columns And rows

Tap the table icon to add a table. 

Tap a cell right of or below which you 

want a new column or row, then the 

three dots above it or at the far left.

4
FormAt A column or row

Tap the three dots above/left of 

a column/row to select it; if even one 

cell that’s selected contains text, the 

options bar has a formatting option.

5
reorder columns or rows

Want to rearrange your columns 

or rows? Hold a finger on the three 

dots above or left of one to pick it up, 

then drag it to a new position.

How to Work with tables

Make
ricHer notes

Apple HAs improved Notes a lot 
in recent years. You can already add 
sketches, checklists, and images, 

and format your text. iOS 11 builds on this 
with better-organized text formatting 
options, so text styles, list styles, and 
indentation settings are accessed through 
more distinctive controls. But what’s really 
cool are the shortcuts that enable you to 
create notes from the Lock screen, plus all 
the new things you can add to notes.

 > Quick note creation
1

stArt A note  

You can tap your 

Apple Pencil on an empty 

part of the Lock screen (or 

use Control Center’s new 

Notes button) to start taking 

notes. This shortcut can 

be turned off in Settings > 

Notes > Access Notes from 

the Lock Screen.

2
new or resume? 

You can choose to: 

always create a new note; 

resume the last note 

created at the Lock screen, 

with an optional duration 

after which you get a new 

note; or resume the last 

one viewed in Notes, with 

a passcode timeout.
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9
Add more pAges

Notes will stash the page at the 

bottom of the screen, and remain in 

camera mode for you to add more 

pages. Tap Save when you’re finished.

6
stArt scAnning

While editing a note, tap + above 

the keyboard, then Scan Documents. 

Point the camera at the paper, set 

against a contrasting background to 

help the app discern the page’s edges.

12
stArt writing

In a new note, or in an existing 

one after placing the insertion point, 

tap the pen icon. Writing tools are the 

same as in Instant Markup (page 39).

10
cHeck your scAns

Tap the scans in your note to 

take a close look; the pages should be 

straightened. Tap + to add more, or the 

trashcan to delete the page in view.

7
detect tHe pAge

A yellow overlay appears over 

the detected page. It may appear 

jittery. The shutter is set to auto-take 

shots by default; switch from auto to 

manual if you find it triggers too early.

13
cHoose your stAtionery

A background is added, based on 

your choice in Settings > Notes > Lines 

& Grids. To override it, tap the Share 

icon, then Lines & Grids (bottom row).

14
nAme HAndwritten notes

The topmost words you write are 

used to name your note; scroll up past 

the top to see/edit it. Tap Find in Note 

in the Share sheet to search your text.

11
Adjust tHe look

Tap the three overlapping circles 

to add a color, photo, black & white, or 

grayscale filter. The crop tool takes you 

to the original photo to adjust corners.

8
Fine-tune tHe corners

Four handles appear at what the 

app thinks are the page’s corners. You 

can drag them to adjust their positions.  

If you’re dissatisfied with the shot, tap 

Retake, otherwise tap Keep Scan.

How to Scan documents

How to Add to and refine your scans

How to Make handwritten notes
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Multitask
on your ipad

The way you work with two 
apps side-by-side has changed 
for the better in iOS 11, which 

means learning some new tricks to get 
things where you want them.

You can stash more apps and folders 
in the Dock now, in the area left of its 
dividing line. To the right you’ll see up 
to three other app icons: those you’ve 
recently used; which Siri thinks you 

might need; or to which one of your 
nearby devices can hand off a task. 
(These can be hidden using Settings > 
General > Multitasking & Dock > 
Show Suggested and Recent Apps.)

The Dock can be called up at anytime 
with a short swipe from the bottom of 
the screen. A longer swipe opens the 
app switcher and Control Center. These 
are vital to the techniques shown here.

2
open Slide over

With one app already open, swipe 

up from the screen’s bottom edge to 

reveal the Dock, then hold a finger on an 

icon there. When the icon grows a little, 

drag it up out of the Dock; a large panel 

will expand out of the icon. Let go and 

the app will appear in a floating window 

over the right side of the screen.

5
Take a peek behind

To tinker with the controls behind 

Slide Over’s window, drag left on the 

handle and hold the window just out of 

the way. While holding it in place, you can 

interact with things that were just behind 

it. When you’re done, drag a little toward 

the window’s starting point and let go.

3
Slide over To The lefT

Slide Over is not confined to the 

right side of the screen. Flick left on the 

handle (the horizontal bar) at the top of 

it to push the window over to the left 

side. This comes in very helpful when 

you need to work with something that’s 

underneath the window but keep the 

window around for reference.

6
Slide over STickS around 

An app that’s open in Slide Over 

will disappear if you switch to another 

main app. It’s just off the screen’s right 

edge; swipe inward to bring it back. 

To use a Slide Over app’s full interface, 

open it from the Home screen; its window 

will return when you go to another app.

4
Temporarily hide iT

Alternatively, flick the handle 

toward the right to tuck the window off 

that side of the screen. This doesn’t close 

the Slide Over window, it just hides it 

temporarily off that side. Swipe inward 

from the right edge to bring it back. 

Swiping further inward brings the window 

back and to the left side in one move.

7
exiT Slide over

You can leave Slide Over’s window 

hidden off the edge of the screen, but if 

you then tap its Dock icon while using 

another app it’ll slide back into view. 

To properly close Slide Over, switch from 

it to Split View (see tip 12 opposite) and 

then drag the divider to a screen edge.

1
drag app iconS

Dragging app icons is a fundamental part of 

multitasking on the iPad in iOS 11, which means 

there are some changes to timings and visual 

cues. When you hold a finger on an app’s icon, the 

icon soon grows in size; that’s your cue to start 

dragging. On the Home screen, holding an icon 

for even longer will set them all jiggling so you 

can delete apps, as before; thankfully, the delay 

before this kicks in is long enough to comfortably 

accommodate the faster drag and drop behavior.

how To Use Slide Over

>>>Feature
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8  enTer SpliT view

With a Split View-compatible app 

already open, drag another’s icon from 

the Dock to the left or right edge of the 

screen. The first app will shrink a little; 

let go and the second one will snap into 

position, filling a quarter of the screen’s 

width. As in iOS 10, drag the handle on 

the divider to adjust the split.

11
Swap in a new app

Pick up an app’s icon from the Dock 

or Home screen, then open the app 

switcher, tap the preview of the two apps 

that are already in Split View, drag the 

icon over the app you want to swap out 

so its portion of the screen goes dim, 

then let go of the icon.

9
appS ouTSide The dock

To add an app to Split View (or 

Slide Over) that’s not in the Dock, find it 

on the Home screen and start to drag it, 

keeping it held. While doing that, tap the 

icon of the second app you want to work 

in, or get to it through the app switcher, 

and use an earlier method to drop the 

first app into Slide Over or Split View.

12
Toggle beTween modeS

There’s a handle above the right 

app in a 50:50 split, or above whichever 

app is allocated less space; use this to 

switch either app’s mode. Dragging up or 

down from the handle toggles the app 

below between part of the split view and 

a movable window on top of another app.

10
Siri app SuggeSTionS

The method from the previous tip 

also works with app icons in Spotlight’s 

Siri App Suggestions widget – that’s the 

Spotlight entered by swiping downward 

on the Home screen. You can’t do this 

with the eponymous widget in the Today 

view, because you can’t open the Dock 

or the app switcher from there.

13
uSe Three or four appS

With two apps open in Split View, 

open a third in Slide Over – drop it over 

the dividing line to avoid replacing one 

of the others. The fourth can be a video 

from an app that supports iOS’s Picture 

in Picture mode; like Slide Over, you can 

tuck it off the screen’s edge to gain room.

14
The app SwiTcher

Drag an app icon, double-click the 

Home button, or swipe four fingers up to 

open the switcher, hold the icon over a 

workspace till it opens, then drop the 

icon into Slide Over or Split View.

15  SpoTlighT on keyboardS

If your keyboard has a Spotlight 

key, press it, search for an app’s name, 

drag the app’s icon from the results, and 

then drop it into Slide Over or Split View.

16  Tell Siri To open an app

While dragging an app icon, open 

Siri using the Home button or “Hey Siri,” 

and tell it to open another app by name.

how To Use Split View

 > other options
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1
Online research

Say you have Safari and 

Notes open together in Split 

View or Slide Over. Hold your 

finger on a link in Safari and 

it’ll lift “off” the page. Drag it 

over to Notes so the insertion 

point is where you want to add 

the link, then let go – much 

faster than the Share sheet.

2
add phOtOs  

tO an album

In Photos, start dragging a 

picture, then tap others to pick 

them up too. They can even be 

from different albums or 

Memories. While holding them, 

use another digit to browse to 

the album you want to add 

them to, then let go of them.

3
lOcatiOns in maps

Hold on your location’s 

marker, a dropped pin, a point 

of interest, or a recent location 

in the panel and drag and drop 

it into an email, message, or 

note. Rich objects such as map 

locations, which don’t paste as 

text, can be dragged again 

from where you drop them.

4
the hOme screen

Hold on an app icon to 

make them all jiggle, then drag 

it a short way. Tap more icons 

to add to your selection, then 

drag and drop them in a folder 

or another Home screen page. 

They appear in reverse order of 

pickup, so tap backward from Z 

to drop in order from A to Z.

1
the brOwse tab

Each section of this tab’s sidebar 

can be collapsed by tapping its headline. 

The right pane browses whatever you 

tapped last in the sidebar. Swipe beyond 

the top items in it to: create a folder; sort 

by name, date modified, size, or tags; or 

toggle between icon and list views.

2
stOrage lOcatiOns

Tap Edit at the top of the sidebar to 

choose which locations are listed. iCloud 

Drive’s probably there already, and you 

can enable others and rearrange them.

3
recently deleted

This is a quick way to recover items 

for a short time after you remove them 

from iCloud Drive. Beware that even if a 

third-party provider’s app is updated to 

use Files’ features, items on its storage 

may be deleted immediately.

4
recOver a file

In Recently Deleted, hold a finger 

on an item – very lightly on an iPhone 

with 3D Touch – only till its icon grows. 

Manage 
yOur 
dOcuments 
in files

files isn’t just the iCloud Drive app 
renamed, though it is how you access 
that service in iOS 11. It’s also a means 

to access other storage on your device, such as 
Dropbox, iCab’s Downloads folder, or storage 
on macOS Server, and it works a lot like Finder 
on the Mac. Storage apps released before iOS 11 
work with it, but appear in a small window on 
iPad rather than using all of the right pane – 
be sure to check for updates in the App Store!

This familiar interaction, which you’ve used on the Mac for years, 

has finally made its way to iOS as a system-wide feature. Apps need 

to be updated to support it, so your favorites may take a while to 

catch up. You’ve already seen how it’s used for multitasking on iPad, 

and there are many other places it comes in useful.

Drag and drop makes a world of difference to how efficiently you 

can get things done on iPad. It works between apps: start dragging 

some text or a picture, say, switch to another app, and drop your 

selection there. You can drag images, files, or selected text, and 

even reminders (which paste as text), contacts (which paste in 

vCard format), and map locations (more on those in a moment).

Though drag and drop is more limited on iPhone – whatever you 

drag is abandoned if you try to switch apps – the technique works 

within individual apps and on the Home screen, making certain 

tasks faster on your phone, too. Here are some of our favorite ways 

to use drag and drop in iOS.

 > do things faster  
with drag and drop

>>>Feature



Let go and a bar appears with options to 

recover the item to its original location or 

delete it for good. You can also drag and 

drop items to recover to a different place.

5  pin favOrite fOlders

Momentarily hold your finger on 

a folder, then tap Favorite in the options 

bar that appears to create a shortcut to 

it. Tap Edit to reorder or remove items, or 

use drag and drop to rearrange on iPad.

6
dO things with files

To share, duplicate, move, or delete 

items, tap Select, tap them, and then an 

option in the bar at the screen’s bottom. 

Moving or deleting files can also be done 

by starting to drag them, browsing to a 

folder, and letting go. Or, drop them on a 

favorite/Recently Deleted in the sidebar.

7
share files

Tap Select, one or more files, then 

the Share icon (iPhone) or Share (in the 

bottom bar on iPad). Or, hold a finger on 

a file for a moment, then tap Share.

8
tag a file Or fOlder

In a file or folder’s options bar, tap 

Tags to reveal existing tags or to make 

a new one. Assign one or more, then tap 

outside the panel to close it. Up to three 

tag colors are shown next to an item’s 

name; to see all of an item’s assigned 

tags, tap Info in its options bar.

9
Quickly select all Or mOst

Tap Select, then Select All. Next, 

tap items you don’t want selected to 

clear each one’s check mark, then drag 

any of the rest to pick up all of them.

10
the recents tab

The first group here contains files 

you’ve used recently. It’s followed by files 

you’re collaborating on with others. Past 

that are groups for tags you’ve used.

11
fast access tO recent files

Hold your finger on Files’ Home 

screen icon (or press firmly on an iPhone 

with 3D Touch) for a widget of recently 

used files. Though widgets like this are  

normally only available on iPhones with 

3D Touch, this one’s available on iPad.

12
tOday view widget

You can also add a recent files 

widget to the Today view. Swipe left from 

the first Home screen or the Cover Sheet, 

scroll to the bottom, tap Edit, then tap 

the + next to Files under More Widgets.
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Get creative
with Camera 
and Photos

1
Camera file formats

The iPhone 7 and iPhone 7 Plus 

take photos and videos in the new and 

very efficient HEIF and HEVC formats. 

In Settings > Photos, Transfer to Mac or 

PC is usually set to Automatic, which tells 

iOS to work out whether to transfer in 

these new or older (JPEG and H.264) 

formats. You might pick Keep Originals 

if you’re transferring media to your 

computer purely for archival purposes.

If an app or part of your workflow 

doesn’t work with the new formats, force 

iOS to record in JPEG/H.264: in Settings > 

Camera > Formats, tap Most Compatible.

2
Cellular data usage

In Settings > Photos, you can turn 

off the Cellular Data option to stop iCloud 

Photo Library updates using your limited 

data allowance. If you have a generous 

quota, you might leave this on, in which 

case you may also want to enable 

Unlimited Updates.

3
sCan Qr Codes

There’s now a QR code scanner 

built in to iOS. If Settings > Camera > Scan 

QR Codes is enabled, and Camera is in its 

Photo or Square mode, you only have to 

point the rear camera at a QR code.

You’ll instantly know when a QR code 

has been detected, as a banner appears 

at the top of the screen, describing what 

the code contains and what’ll happen 

when you tap the banner. Drag down on 

the banner if you want more info about 

the code’s contents before acting on it.

4
imProved Color filters

Apple has changed the range of 

color filters you can apply when taking 

a photo in Camera, or later on in Photos.

In Camera, filters are now shown in a 

scrolling strip below a persistent preview 

of whichever filter you tap on the strip. 

They’re organized in three groups of 

three: Vivid, Vivid Warm, and Vivid Cool; 

Dramatic, also with vivid and cool types; 

and Mono, Silvertone, and Noir. We like 

the striking contrast of Silvertone’s 

blown-out highlights and dark shadows.

5
Change the key Photo

Find a Live Photo in your library 

and tap Edit. On the strip of frames 

below, drag the white rectangle, raise 

your finger, then tap Make Key Photo.

6
live Photo effeCts

Find a Live Photo, but don’t tap 

Edit: swipe up to reveal Loop, Bounce, 

and Long Exposure effects. Tap one 

and your device does all the hard work.

7
disable audio or trim

Edit a Live Photo, then tap the 

speaker (top left) to disable its audio. 

Drag the arrows at the outer edges of 

the timeline (bottom) to trim frames.

how to Do more with Live Photos

>>>Feature
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 > keyboard improvements

Control siri 
another way

1
QuiCktyPe is 

even QuiCker

When using the on-screen 

keyboard on an iPad, you 

may notice secondary 

characters in gray on many 

keys. To type one of those, 

rather than holding ß and 

then tapping its key, flick 

downward on its key.

After you tap .?123 to 

reveal a secondary layout 

of many commonly used 

symbols, you can use the 

same flick shortcut on the 

more exotic symbols shown 

there too, saving even more 

time compared to iOS 10.

If an app uses Apple’s 

older keyboard layout, on 

which secondary symbols 

are shown in black (on the 

number keys and select 

others around the edges), 

a flick downward also works 

on those keys, too.

Should you find yourself 

triggering this feature by 

accident a little too often for 

comfort, disable it in Settings 

> General > Keyboards > 

Enable Key Flicks.

2
get smart with 

PunCtuation

Previously the quote key 

produced straight quotes, 

but iOS 11 includes a setting 

that tells apps you prefer to 

use typographer’s quotes 

(the curly kind) by default 

instead of having to hold the 

quote key to produce them. 

If you prefer the old style 

because you write code, 

say, go to Settings > General 

> Keyboards and switch off 

Smart Punctuation.

1
tyPe to siri

Until now, speaking was your main 

way to ask something of Siri. Typing on 

a keyboard only figured if you wanted to 

correct something Siri misheard. iOS 11 

has a new Type to Siri option In Settings 

> General > Accessibility > Siri. If enabled, 

typing is used to interact with Siri when 

you hold the Home button.

2
Combine with diCtation

You can still use your voice with 

Siri if iOS’s Dictation feature is enabled in 

Settings > General > Keyboards. Open Siri, 

tap the microphone key, speak, then tap 

the keyboard icon followed by Done.

3
hey siri

Even with Type to Siri enabled, the 

assistant will switch to voice control if 

you call for its help by saying “Hey Siri.” 

On devices that respond to that phrase 

while running on battery power, this gives 

you the best of both worlds: voice control 

initiated with your voice, and a press 

of the Home button followed by typing 

when speaking isn’t a good option.

Devices that respond to “Hey Siri” 

while running on battery power are the 

iPhone 6s, iPhone 6s Plus, iPhone 7, 

iPhone 7 Plus, 12.9-inch and 10.5-inch 

second-generation models of iPad Pro, 

and the 9.7-inch first-generation iPad Pro.
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Find your way
with maps

1
interior maps

Floor plans for select malls 

and airports are now available in 

Maps, both in 2D and 3D views. 

If you happen to scroll the map so 

that a place with an interior map 

comes into view, tap “Browse 

<place name>”, which slides in at 

the bottom of the screen (iPhone) 

and appears at the top right (iPad) 

to browse the full, multi-floor map. 

When you do so, the area outside 

the mall or airport is dimmed.

2
switch floors

The floor number you’re  

viewing is shown near the top right 

of the screen. Tap it for a list of all 

floors, then one of those to see 

that floor’s layout. The list remains 

open so you can quickly browse 

marked points of interest across 

several floors. To close the list, tap 

the “X” above it, or an unmarked 

spot on the map. Stairs, escalators, 

and elevators are marked on the 

map to help you plan your route.

3
Browse By category

When you’ve started to 

browse an interior map, swipe up 

on the panel to pull it into view 

(iPhone; it’s always in view on 

iPad). You’ll see icons for the 

various types of business there, 

and places to get refreshments or 

take a restroom break; tap one to 

filter the map to show only that 

kind. To switch to another kind of 

business, tap the X at the top right 

to go back to the list of categories.

4   Browse from a to z

Alternatively, tap the All 

Shops icon to open a screen-high 

list of businesses and features 

within the location, complete with 

an alphabetical index as a shortcut,  

like in the Music app, down the 

list’s right edge. In any view of the 

location, tap a business on the 

panel or its point-of-interest icon 

on the map to read more about it, 

including opening hours, contact 

details, and Yelp reviews.

 > find your way in malls and airports

>>>Feature
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apple’s maps service now helps 
you to navigate indoors as well as 
outside, thanks to the addition of 

interior maps for shopping malls and 
airports. This covers several major cities 
in the US and popular destinations around 
the world at launch, with more set to be 
added every month.

There are new features to help keep 
drivers safe and more informed, plus a 
useful tweak if you use ride-booking apps.



 > new features 
for navigation

8  speed limit indicators

During directions, Maps may show the 

speed limit for the road you’re on. Don’t want 

the guilt trip? Go to Settings > Maps > Driving 

& Navigation and turn off Speed Limit under 

“Show in Navigation.”

9
Quickly switch view

You can now more quickly switch 

between following turn-by-turn directions 

and an overview of your journey: tap the 

current instruction at the top of the screen.

10
orient the overview

When you switch to the overview, 

a compass briefly appears at the top right. 

Tap it to switch between the top of the 

screen being aligned to North, or your 

destination. When the compass is hidden, 

tap the map to reveal it.

11
show rides from new apps

When you ask for directions, Maps can 

suggest ride-booking apps that are already 

installed (in Settings > Maps, under Ride 

Booking Extensions). You might have turned 

this off, perhaps because you prefer to use 

those services’ apps when they are your 

only option in a neighborhood. But you can 

choose to have any future ride-booking apps 

you install offered in Maps by default. To do 

so, turn on Show Rides From New Apps in 

Maps’ Settings page.

5
cut out interruptions

Do Not Disturb While Driving 

(DNDWD) stops notifications 

popping up when you’re driving 

and distracting you from the road 

and pedestrians. In Settings > Do 

Not Disturb, scroll down to the last 

three items. The first determines 

how the feature activates. When 

it’s set to Automatic, your iPhone’s 

Wi-Fi is used to detect the Doppler 

effect, and DNDWD is turned on if 

it’s thought you’re moving in a car.

If you wake your device, you’ll 

see a notification that tells you the 

feature is active. Open that for an 

option to override DNDWD if you’re 

a passenger or on public transport.

The feature can be set to enable 

as soon as your iPhone connects 

to your vehicle’s Bluetooth system, 

or you can choose to turn it on 

manually. To do the latter, you’ll 

need to add a button to Control 

Center: go to Settings > Control 

Center > Customize Controls and 

tap the + next to DNDWD.

6
send auto-replies

Your iPhone can reply to let 

people know why their attempts to 

reach you are going unanswered. 

DNDWD’s second setting specifies 

who receives these messages: no 

one, people you’ve replied to in the 

last day, your favorite contacts, or 

everyone. People in your chosen 

group can break through DNDWD 

by sending “urgent” as a second 

message. Apple provides a preset 

response. You can personalize that 

message in DNDWD’s third setting.

7
limit changes

Got a teenager in whom 

you want to instill a sense of road 

safety? You can prevent DNDWD‘s 

three settings being changed (in 

the fifth group down in Settings > 

General > Restrictions). Beware 

that although this stops changes to  

the feature kicking in automatically 

and the message it sends, your 

child can still override the feature.

do not disturB while driving

Disable distractions to stay safe on the road
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Make your home 
even smarter

ios’s home app offers the extra 
flexibility necessary for a smart 
home to be convenient for your 

whole family. It takes the existing ability to 
trigger automations based on when your 
location changes, a time of day occurs, an 
accessory is controlled, or a sensor detects 
something, and adds more detailed time 
constraints plus the potential to track all 
family members coming and going.

For example, the expanded range of 
conditions that can trigger automations 
enables you to turn on your heating only if 
someone is home and the time is between 
5 PM and midnight.

Bear in mind that automating HomeKit 
accessories and scenes requires a device that 
can act as a home hub. Today, that’s either 
an iPad or an Apple TV model that runs tvOS 
(starting with the 4th-generation models 
introduced in 2015); later in the year you’ll 
be able to use Apple’s HomePod speaker for 
this purpose, too. Instructions for setting up 
a HomeKit hub are at bit.ly/hubsetup, which 
we expect Apple will have updated to reflect 
iOS 11 and tvOS 11 by the time you read this.

1
easily add automations

The button for creating a new 

automation is now a persistent + at the 

top of the page, rather than something 

you have to scroll down to. You still 

can’t rename or reorder automations.

2
Whole-family automation

Tap the +. Automations triggered 

by changes in people’s locations can 

consider your whole family, but only if 

they’re on iOS 11; if a kid’s iPod touch 

can’t run it, this won’t work for them.

3
finer time constraints

Choose “During the day” or 

“At night” to automate on sunrise or 

sunset times; these adjust through the 

year. To adjust by up to an hour either 

way, tap “i” next to one of these.

hoW to Automate your home

>>>Feature
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you’ll need an apple tv or ipad that’s 

set as your home hub, a homeKit-

compatible contact or motion sensor, 

and a homeKit-compatible light.

1
In the Automation tab, tap the +, 

followed by “A Sensor Detects 

Something,” tap the contact sensor or 

motion sensor in your hallway, then tap 

Next. On the next page, ensure “Detects 

Motion” is checked.

2
Tap the Time row, tap At Night, 

then the “I” to the right of that 

option. Adjust the times during which 

you want this automation to be active, 

relative to sunset and sunrise, and then 

tap Done. Tap People, then “When 

somebody is home,” then Next.

3
In the list of all your home’s 

accessories, tap the light(s) you 

want the automation to turn on – maybe 

one downstairs too, if you don’t have a 

sensor there – so that each one has a 

check mark on it, then tap Next.

4
Under Accessories, touch and hold 

a light to open its settings, and 

then set how you want it to look when 

this automation is triggered. When you’re 

done, tap in the empty area outside the 

settings panel to return to the overview.

5
Tap Turn Off and choose how many 

minutes you want the light to stay 

on for (so you don’t have to talk to Siri or 

illuminate your iPhone or iPad’s screen 

while others are sleeping), and tap Done.

6
rooms in multiple zones

Rooms can be in multiple zones – 

if your hall and landing share a light, 

say. In a room’s settings, tap zones you 

want to add the room to (indicated by 

a check mark). Tap again to remove it.

4
turn off an automation

The new Turn Off item at the last 

step of setting up an automation can 

be used to tell HomeKit accessories to 

switch off again after a few minutes – 

say, a hall light when you open a door.

7
delete a zone

Go to the Rooms tab, open the 

settings of any room that belongs to 

the unwanted zone, tap Zone to reveal 

a list of them, and then swipe left on 

the unwanted one for a Delete option.

5
assign rooms to zones

Use this to say things like “Turn 

off downstairs lights” to Siri. Tap the 

Room tab, the list icon (top left), Room 

Settings, a room’s name, Zone, then 

Create. Type a name, then tap Done.

8
refined notifications

Notifications from accessories 

can also be restricted to occur only 

between certain times of the day, or 

based on family members’ locations. 

So, you can suppress them from a 

door’s contact sensor if someone 

is home, say, but otherwise receive 

them as a prompt to check your 

security camera or call the police.

Hold a finger on an accessory in 

the Home or Rooms tab, tap Details, 

then Status and Notifications. Turn 

on Allow Notifications, then set the 

Time and People items as you want.

Accessory notifications are 

per‑device settings, so consider 

whether you want to replicate them 

on your iPad or, indeed, on other 

family members’ devices.

 > how to light your way at night
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Work faster
with imessage apps

Few would argue with 
the notion that Apple 
made a bit of a pig’s ear of 

integrating third-party apps with 
Messages when it introduced the 
capability in iOS 10. Now it has 
untangled the spaghetti mess of 
navigation it created, by putting 
access to the iMessage App Store, 
Digital Touch, and your installed 
iMessage apps behind one icon 
that looks like the regular App 
Store’s. Tap it to reveal the new, 
easier to navigate app drawer.

4  organize Favorites 

There’s a faster way to get your 

favorite apps into your preferred order, 

should you want to rearrange several. 

Tap More, then Edit, and then hold on 

the handles at the right end of an app’s 

row and drag it up or down.

3  designate a Favorite 

Hold a finger on an app’s icon in 

the right part of the drawer and drag it 

left past the dividing line. Or, tap More 

(always in the rightmost position in the 

drawer), then Edit, and then the + next 

to each app that’s a favorite.

1  the app drawer 

In an iMessage conversation, tap 

the App Store icon (left of the message 

box) to open the app drawer. Swipe on 

the drawer and its row grows larger to 

help you find what you want.

5  enable/disable apps 

You may not care for iMessage 

apps cluttering the drawer just because 

they came as part of bigger apps, in 

which case you can hide them to tidy 

up that row a little: tap More, Edit, then 

turn off the switches of those apps.

2  Favorite apps and others 

The iMessage App Store is the 

leftmost item, then Digital Touch. Left 

of the divider are your favorites. Right 

of it are other installed apps; you may 

have to tap More to access all of them.

Emergency SOS is a method of calling for 

help when you can’t interact with your 

iPhone as normal – using its touchscreen or 

by talking to Siri. It debuted in iOS 10.2, but 

hasn’t been available in the US until now.

It’s triggered by pressing the Sleep/Wake 

button five times in quick succession. That 

reveals a special form of the “Slide to power 

off” screen with two additional sliders: one 

that displays your Medical ID (conditions you 

have and treatments you take, configured in 

the Health app), and another that calls 

emergency services.

To use Emergency SOS without touching 

the screen at all, enable “Auto Call” in 

Settings > Emergency SOS. This reveals a 

second option, Countdown Sound, which 

plays a clearly audible sound during that 

period and gives you the chance to cancel.

After the call, the feature can message 

your chosen contacts to inform them of your 

location, even if Location Services is off.

 > emergency sos

>>>Feature
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Mark up documents 
& screenshots

instant markup is a set 
of tools for annotating 
documents in any app, 

whether for your own use or to 
collaborate with other people. 
In most apps you only have to tap 
the Share icon, then Create PDF 
in the bottom row of the sheet. 
Some add extra steps: at the 
documents list in Pages, tap the 
Share icon, Send a Copy, PDF, 
then Create PDF. If an app has 
no sharing feature, you can take 
a screenshot and annotate that!

4
customizable tools

Lines, speech balloons, and the 

magnifier, when selected on your PDF, 

also have green points, which enable 

you to turn a straight line into a curve, 

adjust magnification, or alter the size 

and position of a speech balloon’s tail.

7
annotate screenshots

Press the Home and Sleep/Wake 

buttons to take a screenshot; a small 

preview appears (bottom left). Ignore it 

or swipe it left to save it to Photos, or 

tap it to annotate, crop, or share it.

3
advanced tools

Tap the + at the right end of the 

toolbar to add text, rectangles, circles, 

speech balloons, and arrows. With one 

of those selected on your PDF, drag to 

move, recolor using the swatches, or 

drag its blue control points to resize it.

6
share and save

After you’ve annotated your PDF, 

tap the Share icon to send the doc to 

someone or an app. Once that’s done, 

tap Done and you’ll be given options to 

save the PDF somewhere or discard it.

1
start marking up

While viewing a document, use 

its app’s means of opening the Share 

sheet. In the sheet’s bottom row, tap 

Create PDF. When the PDF opens, tap 

the pen icon on the toolbar.

5
add your signature

Use the Signature tool to sign 

docs. You only have to sign once; it’s 

saved to iCloud and goes to your other 

devices. If you’ve done this in Preview 

on your Mac, it’ll already show up in 

the Signature tool on iOS 11 devices.

8
work on multiple shots

Take several screenshots quickly 

and you can annotate them in a batch; 

swipe horizontally to move between 

them. As with PDFs, tap Done and pick 

whether to save or discard the images.

2
the lasso tool

Tap this, mark a selection that 

intersects at least one annotation, 

then drag from within that boundary 

to move the annotation, or tap within 

it for duplicate and delete options.
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Learn about 
the little things

beyond its big features, iOS 11 
has some neat little settings that 
might save you money or battery 

power, help you to better protect your 
privacy, or make your iPhone or iPad work 
better with other Apple devices by adding 
features to AirPods and Apple Watch. 
Check out these useful techniques.

5
significant locations

In Settings > Privacy > Location 

Services > System Services, Frequent 

Locations is now Significant Locations 

and, in addition to places you actually 

visit, it now includes locations you 

look up; descriptions under items tell 

you the reason they’re listed.

Tap the name of a broad area to see 

specific places in it. This data can be 

used by iOS’s Improve Maps feature. 

You also get more granular control of 

what’s stored; as well as clearing all 

locations, you can tap Edit at a list of 

precise places, then swipe left on one.

6
auto-join is optional

You can prevent your device 

automatically joining known Wi‑Fi 

networks until you’re ready. Go to 

Settings > Wi‑Fi, tap the “i” next to 

a network you’ve used in the past, 

and turn off Auto‑Join.

8
passwords for apps

Credentials you’ve saved for 

websites have moved from Settings 

> Safari to Settings > Accounts & 

Passwords, as part of a change that 

recognizes you may want to allow 

apps access to iCloud Keychain.

7  enhanced background 

app refresh

This feature ensures content in your 

apps is automatically updated. In 

Settings > General > Background App 

Refresh, you can restrict it to Wi‑Fi.

9
More accurate tiMers

Even the Clock app’s Timer 

feature sports some improvements. 

You could already ask Siri to set a 

timer with accuracy down to seconds, 

but it’s only after upgrading to iOS 11 

that you get a seconds option in the 

app for manually dialing in a duration.

3
pin notes

Find yourself having to use 

Notes’ search bar a little too often 

to find items? Swipe right on 

a note to pin it to the top of its 

folder (and the All iCloud folder, 

assuming it’s stored there). 

The note will then appear under 

“Pinned” at the top of the list. 

There’s a thick gray line after all 

the pinned notes in a folder to 

separate them from the rest.
1

access to 

your location

Previously, control over some 

apps’ access to your location 

(in Settings > Privacy > Location 

Services) might have offered you 

just two of three possible options: 

Never, While Using the App, and 

Always. For example, in iOS 10 

Uber offered only the first and last 

of those options, but in iOS 11 the 

third, more conservative option is 

available for it and all other apps.

4
repeat a tiMer

Your only option at the end 

of a timer used to be to stop the 

alert sound. That’s now 

complemented with an option to 

repeat the countdown, which 

appears at the bottom of the Lock 

screen or, if you’re doing something 

else with your device, when you pull 

down on the timer’s notification.

2
enhance your airpods

iOS 11 is an upgrade for your 

AirPods, too! With your AirPods 

connected, in Settings > Bluetooth 

tap the “i” on your AirPods’ row. 

Different double‑tap actions can 

be set for each AirPod, and they 

include two whose absence we 

lamented in our AirPods review: 

skip to the next or previous track.

>>>Feature
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app. You’ll find a new option for Fetch 

in Settings > Accounts & Passwords > 

Fetch New Data: Automatically. When 

this is selected, you can still manually 

refresh an app’s data, but when an 

app is in the background, it can only 

fetch data if your device is connected 

to external power and Wi‑Fi.

17
create a slideshow 

watch face

Tapping Create Watch Face in Photos’ 

Share sheet while multiple pictures 

are selected takes you straight into 

the process of creating a watch face. 

(If you select just one photo, you’ll get 

a choice of this and the kaleidoscope 

type.) This face’s image will change 

when you tap your Watch‘s screen or 

raise your wrist. For photographic 

faces, you can choose whether the 

time appears at the top or bottom, 

and whether complications appear 

above or below the time.

18
easier-to-scan 

eMail conversations

If you’ve set Mail to display messages 

as complete conversations, a new 

item in Settings > Mail, Collapse Read 

Messages, reduces the amount of 

scrolling required to pinpoint the 

message you need to refer back to.

15
settings for accounts

Looking to change a setting for 

an account you use in Mail, Contacts, 

or Calendar? These have been moved 

from those apps’ eponymous pages 

at the top level of Settings to the 

Accounts & Passwords page at the 

same level of the app. The Mail, 

Contacts, and Calendar pages are 

now purely for settings for those 

apps’ behaviors and functionality.

16
fetch new data

Even if your device is set to 

have data pushed to it, if this isn’t 

possible it can fall back on Fetch to 

check in with servers periodically, or 

when you manually refresh within an 

13
share froM Magnifier

The Magnifier (now accessible 

from Control Center, and by using the 

Home button if enabled in Settings > 

General > Accessibility) now provides 

an option to share an image directly, 

rather than saving to Photos first. 

Tap the shutter button to freeze the 

camera’s view, then hold a finger on 

the image to show Share and, as in 

iOS 10, Save Image commands.

14
voiceover pitch control

In Settings > General > 

Accessibility > VoiceOver > Speech, 

Use Pitch Change is complemented 

by a slider for setting your desired 

pitch for when VoiceOver speaks.

12
Make a kaleidoscopic 

watch face

Open a single picture in Photos, 

tap the Share icon, then Create 

Watch Face in the bottom row of 

the Share sheet. Choose the 

Kaleidoscope option. It gives you 

a choice of three visual styles for 

your image, and you can choose 

which complications appear at 

three positions on the face.

11
sMart search 

shortcuts in safari

Tap the Smart Search Field while 

viewing a web page and the 

QuickType keyboard’s suggestions 

row – of things you might want to 

type – displays what your device 

thinks are likely keywords, product 

names, whole phrases, and so on 

that you might want to search for, 

based on the current page.

10
one-handed keyboard

Switch your iPhone to this in 

Settings > General > Keyboard > 

One‑Handed Keyboard. It has left‑ 

and right‑handed modes. If you 

use a secondary keyboard, such 

as Emoji, hold down the emoji or 

globe key to switch to/from the 

one‑handed keyboard on the fly.

19
enhanced screen 

reader highlights

The screen reader’s ability to 

highlight content as it’s being 

spoken now enables you to 

choose the highlight color used 

for the word and sentence it’s 

reading. In Settings > General > 

Accessibility > Speech > 

Highlight Content are word and 

sentence color options, 

depending on what you’ve set 

the screen reader to highlight.
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To create a keyframe, tap the 

plus button to the left of the 

playback controls, then move 

an adjustment slider.

When you’ve made audio or 

video changes you want to use 

again, tap the star with the 

plus in to create a preset.

To copy the attributes of 

one clip to paste onto others, 

tap the clipboard with a 

star in it, followed by Copy.

app tips

Keyframes, presets, and attributes

The iPad has 
become a great 
device for a lot 
of creative tasks, 

but video has always been a bit 
of a weak area. iMovie is great 
for simple stuff, but is very 
limited. Other apps have come 
and gone that have attempted 
to add the tools people are used 
to from desktop video editors, 
but none has set the world 
alight. LumaFusion is the best 
attempt yet at fitting a full-on 
video editor on tablet, and 
though it’s not perfect, it’s 

LumaFusion Pro
Video editing on iPad gets an upgrade
$19.99  From Luma Touch, luma-touch.com

Made for iPhone, iPad  Needs iOS 10 or later

powerful and smartly rethinks 
some elements of editing for 
a touch-focused world.

If you’ve used iMovie on 
desktop, its basic interface 
won’t surprise you at all. 
At top left is a clip browser, 
for choosing stored video to 
import (you can also send 
video to it using iOS’s Open In 
option from a storage app); 
at the top right is a preview 
window of the currently 
selected video; and at the 
bottom is the timeline for 
putting together your movie. 

The timeline can hold multiple 
video and audio tracks, and 
acts magnetically (as in iMovie) 
by default, but you can switch 
that option off, which is great 
for Final Cut 7 diehards. Drag 
things around to move them, 
while double-tapping a clip 
opens full adjustment options 
for it. You can detach audio 

Double-tap a clip to open adjustment 
options, which mostly use sliders.
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LumaFusion Pro

  Huge range of pro video tools

  Awesome keyframing tool

  Some great, touch-friendly tweaks…

  …but more refinement needed

Great 

from video clips, insert or 
replace clips easily, and add 
text and transitions.

Lots of stuff has been 
rethought for the touch 
interface. Precise scrolling is 
handled through the use of 
virtual jogwheels, and many 
advanced options are only 
shown in context to avoid 
clogging up the screen – 
but what’s here still fits 
neatly in to how you expect 
a desktop editor to work.

That said, there will be 
stumbling blocks: you can 
keyframe things such as video 
effects and positioning, or 
audio level, but it took us a 
little while to understand 
exactly how. Once we got it, we 
were kind of blown away by its 
elegance – though we wish you 
could smooth the curves.

Accessing advanced options 
such as color tweaks or frame 
positioning means a lot of 
fussy bars and buttons, so 
LumaFusion is built heavily 
around saving preset styles 
(and you can copy and paste 
effects easily), which you can 
then add directly from a menu 
on the timeline. It’s very smart 
for the kind of mid-level-pro 
stuff at which LumaFusion 
seems aimed.

However, there is a frequent 
awkwardness that holds us 
back from completely 
worshiping at LumaFusion’s 
feet. We found adding and 
working with transitions 
harder than it needs to be 
(especially on multitrack 
works), and the timeline 
snapping isn’t always reliable. 
Losing the Undo button when 

working on video imports is 
also frustrating. And there are 
key features we want to see 
added, including image 
cropping, shape drawing, 
a named list view for picking 
videos, audio effects, and 
chroma keying. With these, 
and a little more refinement, 
this will be truly phenomenal.

the bottoM liNe. The best 
video editor on iPad by far, and 
worth the money, but not quite 
a desktop replacement yet. 
Matthew boltoN

LumaFusion 
doesn’t feel 
cramped, even 
on 10-inch iPads.
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Untitled is a 
notepad for people 
who think their 
calling is to pen a 

Hollywood blockbuster (or a 
desperately cool indie flick). 

At its core, the app’s a basic 
text editor. You tap out your 
masterpiece, and a keyboard 
toolbar assists with adding 
Markdown for bold, italic, or 
underline styles; there’s also 
a full-screen mode, to help 
you focus on difficult scenes.

But Untitled is cleverer than 
the average text app, in that if 

Untitled
Unleash your inner screenwriter
$9.99  From Levcoh, untitledapp.co

Made for iPhone, iPad  Needs iOS 8.0 or later

Since it’s essentially a text 
editor, Untitled’s fine for 
outlining in general.

Untitled

	Really	easy	to	use

	Smart	formatting

	No	live	styling

	No	Final	Draft	export

good 

you follow some basic rules, 
it’ll automatically format your 
screenplay when you tap the 
preview button. For example, 
type “Outside the office at 
night,” and that becomes 
“EXT. OFFICE – NIGHT.” 

There are plenty of other 
niceties in this area. The app 
makes it extremely easy to 
quickly construct a title page. 
Character names and dialog are 
kept simple: type names and 
then what they say on the lines 
below. For a shot or transition, 
just add a period or greater-

than symbol at the line’s start. 
Embed notes in double square 
brackets for your eyes only.

It all feels rather smart, but 
we wish the app was smarter 
still. It’d be great if Untitled 
remembered and could 
auto-input character names 
after you’ve typed a few letters. 
Styling isn’t live, so you have 
to hop back and forth between 
the editor and preview. Export 
options are also a problem. 
You can choose TXT, PDF, or 
HTML, but if you’re after FDX 
to continue Citizen Kane 2: This 
Time It’s Personal in Final Draft 
on your Mac, you’re out of luck.

As a simple, streamlined 
script editor for when you’re 
on the move, Untitled does 
the job – especially on iPhone, 
where it feels more at home 
than on iPad. Although we’d 
love to see the aforementioned 
“missing” features, we also 
hope that if they arrive in an 
update, it’s not at the expense 
of the app’s laudable elegance. 
Despite its shortcomings, 
Untitled’s simplicity and 
approachable nature are very 
much its unique selling points.

the bottoM liNe. A good 
start, with room to grow – just 
like your screenwriting career. 
Craig graNNell
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Among the apps that can 

translate text in another 

language when you point 

your camera at it, 

TextGrabber has a few advantages: 

It’s fast, it’s relatively accurate, and it 

digitizes the text in the original language 

and yours. You could even just use it to 

OCR text in English, if you wanted to 

quickly extract editable text from a sign, 

page, or anywhere you see it. 

TextGrabber’s real-time mode lets you 

tap or hold the button to quickly capture 

and OCR short bursts of text. If you’re 

grabbing whole pages, slide the mode 

picker to Camera instead. The final mode 

Qlone is a 3D object scanner 

that uses your iPhone or 

iPad’s camera to capture, 

edit, and export a 3D model. 

Scanning objects is free, and so is editing 

and sharing a static JPEG or GIF. But if 

you want to to use the models in other 

projects or print them with a 3D printer, 

exporting in OBJ, STL, PLY, and X3D 

format will cost you. Qlone sells credits 

as in-app purchases, from one export for 

99 cents to 25 for $9.99.

First, you have to print a mat with a 

black-and-white grid. Letter-sized paper 

is fine for small objects, and you can 

print on larger paper to scan bigger 

TextGrabber 6
It came, it OCR-ed, it translated
$4.99  From ABBYY, abbyy.com

Made for iPhone, iPad  Needs iOS 9.0 or later

Qlone
Scan 3D objects with your camera
Free (with in-app purchases)  From EyeCue Vision Tech, qlone.pro

Made for iPhone, iPad  Needs iOS 9.0 or later

Great 

GOOD 

Once a menu like this is scanned, your iPhone’s 
VoiceOver feature can speak the Chinese text.

Qlone’s editing tools enable you to clean up a 
scanned model or change the way it looks.

is a QR code reader, which is less handy 

now iOS 11’s own Camera app has this. 

Text is recognized with OCR right on 

your the device (60 languages are 

recognized) and displayed as editable 

text you can copy or share right away. 

To translate it to one of 104 languages, 

you have to pay a one-time fee of $3.99 

to unlock the app’s full capabilities. 

Translation also requires an internet 

connection, but you could save a huge 

list of OCRed text and translate it later.

Using this to translate newspapers 

and Shakespeare worked smoothly and 

incredibly fast, and a menu all in Chinese 

was no problem either. Using it with 

things. Regular room light resulted in 

messy scans, but when we added a desk 

lamp, the quality improved.

When scanning, an augmented reality 

dome appears over the object, and you 

have to move the camera over every 

section of the dome. This requires slowly 

rotating the mat or physically walking 

around the table, crouching to get every 

angle, which can take a while. We got 

better results by tipping the object on its 

side and doing a second scan – the app 

can combine two scans of the same 

object. Processing is shockingly quick.

Even with good lighting and careful 

two-pass scanning, our results were hit 

paper is easier than with a screen, but 

either is possible if you hold your device 

steady. You can select up to three 

languages from the list to translate 

between, but can easily switch to others.

the bottoM liNe. TextGrabber 

offers a lot of flexibility for a low price. 

SuSie ochS

or miss. A Lego truck and Hot Wheels 

car came out muddled, but simple vinyl 

figurines fared better. The editing tools 

let you smooth out lumps, erase extra 

bits, change textures, and more. But we 

never got anything we’d be excited about 

printing in 3D.

the bottoM liNe. Fun to play with, 

but needs effort. SuSie ochS
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Feature creep is 
a commonplace 
problem in 
software, and is 

especially apparent in camera 
apps. Increasingly, interfaces 
found in such apps are akin to 
airplane cockpits, packed full 

of buttons, readouts, 
and dials – at least 
according to the 
creator of Halide, 
Ben Sandofsky.

He has a point. 
Although it’s great 
to be armed with 
features and options, 
there’s a time when 
they can all become a 
bit much. Moreover, 
there’s a tendency 
in many camera apps 
to urge you to take 
as many shots as 
possible, and then 
slather the results in 

Halide
Give your photos some focus
$4.99  From Chroma Noir, halide.cam

Made for iPhone  Needs iOS 10.0 or later

Focus peaking highlights  
areas of sharp contrast.

Halide

	Well-considered	interface

	Focus	peaking	works	nicely

	Histogram	and	manual	controls

	No	timer	or	burst	mode

great 

filters, rarely pausing along 
the way to think about what 
you’re actually doing.

By contrast, Halide’s 
approach demands you slow 
down and properly consider 
every shot. The interface is 
suitably deliberate, and bereft 
of the modes associated with 
most modern camera apps. 
You won’t be auto-cropping 
for Instagram here, nor 
messing about with HDR. 
Instead, you get a “smart auto” 
shooting mode, backed with 
gestural controls should you 
want to manually adjust 
exposure and focus.

Some of the best parts 
benefit the stills photographer 
painstakingly setting up a 
shot. The grid overlay splits 
the display using the rule of 
thirds, but has a center 
rectangle that subtly changes 
color when aligned precisely. 

A button toggles focus peaking, 
which overlays red highlights 
on areas of your photo with 
the sharpest contrast. This all 
creates a product that feels 
like a labor of love – one that 
encourages craft, rather than 
snapping everything in sight 
with barely a second thought.

Of course, Halide has some 
shortcomings. The lack of a 
timer feels like a misstep, as 
does the omission of a burst 
mode. And, while Tinder-style 
photo review is an interesting 
idea – swipe right to favorite 
or left to delete – the flow is 
interrupted by prompts from 
iOS, demanding confirmation 
that you really do want to 
remove an image.

Still, these are small gripes 
in what’s otherwise a well- 
designed and premium-feeling 
iOS camera app. You might not 
think you need another one, 
but if you’re tired of clutter, 
and want an app that doesn’t 
overwhelm – and which 
encourages you to do more 
with less – Halide is a few 
bucks well spent.

the bottoM liNe. Halide is 
the thinking person’s camera 
app. Smart, simple, and 
refined. Craig graNNell

Elegant gestural 
controls afford 
a sense of focus 
without deluging 
you with icons.

>>>App Life
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C
ES is a royal flush of nerd-tastic 

gadgets and gear—but most of 

it isn’t exactly tailored to Apple 

fans. You can see everything from TVs 

to washing machines to flashlights in the 

grand halls of the Las Vegas Convention 

Center. That’s why we spent most of our 

time in the Apple-centric iLounge, which 

doubled in size since last year. When the 

dust settled (and our AT&T service bars 

finally reappeared), we distilled everything 

we’d seen down to these favorites. 

By far, the majority of Apple-related 

gear at CES was for iPhones and iPads. 

So when we saw Mac stuff, we took 

notice. By far, the majority of Apple-

related gear at CES was for iPhones 

and iPads. So when we saw Mac stuff, 

we took notice. One of our jackpot finds 

was Mobee’s Magic Charger ($49.90, 

mobeetechnology.com), a nifty and 

utilitarian induction charger for the Magic 

Mouse. You place the custom battery 

pack inside your Magic Mouse, rest it on 

the included charging pad, and it charges 

wirelessly when you’re not using it. And 

it looks rad, as does our other favorite 

Maccessory, the H-Squared Mini mount 

($49.95, store.h-sq.com), which was 

designed in conjunction with Apple’s Mac 

mini team. It replaces your mini’s cover 

with a mountable one you can screw 

right into a wall. Bonus: there’s also a 

screw pattern for VESA mounting, so 

you can attach your mini to the back of 

a VESA-compatible monitor, like, say, the 

Cinema Display. Our favorite little extra is 

an optional white LED backlight that gives 

your mounted mini some ground-effects 

t l

with. Amidst the piles of cases, plentiful 

as poker chips, we found a couple that 

deserved a shout-out. Both Speck 

(speckproducts.com) and Trtl Bot (trtlbot.

com) had sleek cases with pull-out tabs 

for stand-up viewing. Mophie brought ace 

design to its new Juice Pack Plus ($99.95, 

mophie.com), which combines a bigger, 

two-day battery with a grippy rubber 

coating. And its new iPod touch–only, 

gaming-focused Pulse case (price TBA) 

rumbles, giving you the kind of force 

feedback that you’re used to on your Xbox 

or PlayStation. 

And speaking of style, we saw more 

snazzy cases than we knew what to do 

with. Amidst the piles of cases, plentiful 

as poker chips, we found a couple that 

deserved a shout-out. Both Speck 

(speckproducts.com) and Trtl Bot (trtlbot.

com) had sleek cases with pull-out tabs 

for stand-up viewing. Mophie brought ace 

design to its new Juice Pack Plus ($99.95, 

mophie.com), which combines a bigger, 

two-day battery with a grippy rubber 

coating. And its new iPod touch–only, 

gaming-focused Pulse case (price TBA) 

rumbles, giving you the kind of force 

feedback that you’re used to on your Xbox 

or PlayStation. 
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two-day battery with a grippy rubber 

coating. And its new iPod touch–only, 

gaming-focused Pulse case (price TBA) 

rumbles, giving you the kind of force 

feedback that you’re used to on your Xbox 

or PlayStation. 

And speaking of style, we saw more 

snazzy cases than we knew what to do 

with. Amidst the piles of cases, plentiful 

as poker chips, we found a couple that 

deserved a shout-out. Both Speck 

(speckproducts.com) and Trtl Bot (trtlbot.

com) had sleek cases with pull-out tabs 

for stand-up viewing. Mophie brought ace 

design to its new Juice Pack Plus ($99.95, 

mophie.com), which combines a bigger, 

two-day battery with a grippy rubber 

coating. And its new iPod touch–only, 

gaming-focused Pulse case (price TBA) 

rumbles, giving you the kind of force 

feedback that you’re used to on your Xbox 

or PlayStation. 

And speaking of style, we saw more 

snazzy cases than we knew what to do 

with. Amidst the piles of cases, plentiful 

as poker chips, we found a couple that 

deserved a shout-out. Both Speck 

(speckproducts.com) and Trtl Bot (trtlbot.

com) had sleek cases with pull-out tabs 

for stand-up viewing. Mophie brought ace 

design to its new Juice Pack Plus ($99.95, 

mophie.com), which combines a bigger, 

two-day battery with a grippy rubber 

coating. And its new iPod rumbles, giving 

you the kind of force rumbles, giving you 

the kind of force rumbles, giving you the 

kind of force rumbles, giving you the kind 

of force touch–only, gaming-focused Pulse 

case (price TBA) rumbles, giving you the 

kind of force feedback that you’re used to 

on your Xbox or PlayStation. 

Scosche (scosche.com) had plenty of 

cases too, but we were most impressed 

with its new heart rate monitor. The 

MyTrek attaches to your arm, instead of 

l i h t lik t diti l

y p

application, and it’ll help you get there 

with all sorts of beeps. It can also harness 

the iPhone’s built-in GPS to tell you 

how far you ran or biked and how many 

calories you burned in the process.

When we left Scosche, we could hear

CES 2011: BESt of thE BESt
We combed the gargantuan show floor to bring you the early word on this 
year’s most exciting Mac and iOS gear. BY NIC VARGUS
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Framed 2, like its 
2014 predecessor, 
is an elaborate pun. 
Its puzzles require 

rearranging comic book panels 
to create a path through a 
stylishly rendered Hong Kong; 
its scarpering protagonist has 
been set up to take the fall for 
a murder he didn’t commit.

Most of the game’s puzzles 
are about navigation. One early 
test, for example, asks players 
to reconfigure a series of 

Framed 2
Slip-slip-sliding away
$4.99  From Loveshack, loveshackentertainment.com

Made for iPhone, iPad  Needs iOS 9.0 or later

Exiting through the green door seems 
simple enough, but you’ll need all the 
tools at your disposal to get there.

Framed 2

	Stylish	visual	and	sound	design

	Improves	on	previous	game’s	ideas

	New	puzzle	styles

	Specifics	of	the	plot	are	unclear

Great 

boardwalks to avoid both 
a patrolling policeman and 
a pursuing attack dog – one 
panel out of place will often 
lead to capture – or worse. 
You may also need to reorder 
a set of narrow alleys, or 
untangle a maze of air ducts. 

Over time, more complex 
ideas are layered into Framed’s 
central conceit: some frames 
can be rotated, for example, 
or used several times in one 
scene. Part of the trick is 
learning what our hero courier 
is capable of and how to take 
advantage – he’s not shy about 
knocking a cop out cold if given 
the chance, and he’ll climb or 
descend any ladder he comes 
across. In effect, the developer 
Loveshack asks its audience to 
play game developer, putting 
deliberately jigsawed levels 
back together. 

Thankfully, Framed 2 does a 
better job than the original of 
communicating each puzzle’s 

goals and strategy. Entrance 
and exit panels of each level 
are now fixed in place – this 
keeps you from swapping tiles 
aimlessly and allows for more 
elaborate puzzles as a result. 
Where the first game’s 
concepts felt half-baked, 
the follow-up is robust and 
well realized.

For a game that toys so 
effectively with comic book 
conventions, Framed 2 is 
narratively sparse. There’s 
no dialog or exposition, 
leaving stylish design, fluid 
animation, and recognizable 
noir archetypes to set the 
scene while puzzles push the 
action forward. Framed 2 does 
enough to establish its prequel 
relationship to the original 
without diluting its focus on 
tight, clever puzzles.

the bottoM liNe.  
Framed 2 takes the original’s 
concept and improves on it 
in every meaningful way. 
Joseph leray

It’s the end of 
another honest 
day’s work in 
Hong Kong.
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We’re in old-school,  
side-scrolling shooter 
territory here. It’s you 
against endless hordes 

of evil space guys – and everyone’s 
armed to the teeth. 

Levels are randomly generated, 
meaning you’re never sure what 
waves of foes you’ll face. The only 
certainty is the periodic arrival of 
huge bosses that spew bullet-hell. 
Defeating them replenishes your 
shields, and awards you a power-up 
to boost your score or firepower.

The key to surviving any length 
of time is mastering Steredenn’s 

The Lion’s Song is the rare 

episodic game that isn’t 

improved by binging. Each 

of its four short stories is 

self-contained and distinct, a languid 

character study that focuses on mood 

instead of intrigue. The Lion’s Song takes 

its time, and so should you. 

Set at the turn of the century, The 

Lion’s Song explores the intellectual life 

of Vienna, each vignette featuring a 

different protagonist. There’s Wilma, 

a composer with writer’s block; Franz, 

an artist suffering mysterious blackouts; 

and Emma, a mathematician struggling 

to gain the acceptance of her male peers. 

Steredenn
Console-style “bullet hell” goodness
$3.99  From Pixelnest Studio, pixelnest.io

Made for iPhone, iPad  Needs iOS 10.0 or later

The Lion’s Song
A Huckleberry Finn for the modern age
$4.99  From Mipumi Games, lionssonggame.com

Made for iPhone, iPad  Needs iOS 8.0 or later

excellent 

Good 

A massive flamethrower in space? Oh yes! 
(Scientists, just go with it.)

Yes, even Freud makes an appearance,  
as do the Gustavs: Klimt and Mahler.

weapons, and how they affect each 
type of enemy. Many are traditional 
in nature – guns, missiles, lasers – 
but amusingly realized, such as the 
standard blaster spitting spent 
cartridges all over the place. Often, 
though, you collect esoteric fare, 
like a massive whirling saw blade, 
and a huge “space boomerang.” 
That you can only hold two weapons 
(switched between with a swipe) 
adds an interesting layer of strategy.

Everything else about the game is 
also great: the pixel art is gorgeous, 
its rock soundtrack is incessant and 
booming, and the controls have been 

The fourth story, “Closure,” serves as a 

coda, tying each character together on 

the eve of World War I.

A sense of progress runs through 

the game. Each episode’s pixel art and 

composition is more sophisticated than 

the last, the mechanics nimbly moving 

through variations on a point-and-click 

theme: from classic hidden object 

puzzles to more modern branching 

dialogue trees.

The writing is honed over time, too: 

As the story moves from the Austrian 

Alps to central Vienna between the first 

and second episodes, the cast, map, and 

coffee-stained palette expand — albeit at 

elegantly designed for touch – to 
the point that positioning guides 
appear when your ship slips under 
a thumb. Even the brutal difficulty 
isn’t a bar, since games are short.

the bottoM liNe. Steredenn 
is an imaginative, great-looking, 
ballsy blaster. Craig graNNell

the expense of Wilma’s more intimate 

and focused story. Even when The Lion’s 

Song borders on the saccharine, Wilma, 

Franz, and Emma should feel familiar if 

you’ve ever floundered at work. 

the bottoM liNe. A consistent 

sense of wit, subversion, honesty, and 

empathy pervade. Joseph leray
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6 apps to help with 
photo organization

Roundup

Adobe cReAtive cloud
Free  Made for iPhone, iPad

As you do more of your work on iPad or 

iPhone, you might need a separate place 

to organize the photos you take for 

professional use. A great option for this 

is Adobe Creative Cloud.

It’s essentially Adobe’s cloud file 

manager for its family of design apps, 

and there are deep ties for those built in. 

But you can import media from other 

apps too, and automatically delete all 

screenshots from Photos once they’ve 

been imported.

cAMeRA+
$2.99  Made for iPhone, Watch  

One of the most popular alternatives 

to your iPhone’s built-in camera app, 

Camera+ has a relatively rare, powerful 

feature called a “lightbox.” It’s a place 

to save the photos you take with 

Camera+ in the app, rather than with 

all your other pictures stored in Photos. 

Don’t worry, though, Camera+ can also 

sync your lightbox photos to iCloud, 

so they’re kept safe.

The lightbox is a great way to keep 

your photography experiments separate 

from your day-to-day photos.

ScReenShot JouRnAl
$2.99  Made for iPhone, iPad

If you take screenshots on your devices, 

they can quickly clutter your library of 

regular photos. Screenshot Journal is 

a great solution to this problem, as it can 

automatically yank out all screenshots 

from your library in Photos.

It has filters based on device type, 

a tagging system, one-tap import of all 

screenshots in Photos, and an option to 

delete them all from that app, too.

That last capability is obviously 

tremendously useful, but also potentially 

disastrous — use it with caution.

Camera+

Creative Cloud

Drowning in pics? 
These apps can help

Apple’s Photos app on iPhone 
and iPad offers some great tools 
for sorting your photos, but it’s 
far from your only option.

The App Store has a wealth 
of apps that can help organize, 
manage, and back up your 
photos for all kinds of uses. 
Here are some of our favorite 
recommendations. 
dAvid chARtieR

>>>App Life
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Screenshot
Journal

GiFWRApped
Free  Made for iPhone, iPad 

GIFs have become an unlikely new 

communication currency of our modern, 

mobile times. GIFwrapped is an excellent 

GIF finding, saving, and sharing app.

It has an app extension for grabbing 

GIFs from other apps, and can scan for 

GIFS in the Photos app and import them. 

Dropbox sync keeps your carefully 

curated library safe and, unlike Photos, 

GIFwrapped can actually play GIFs in all 

their animated glory.

Flic
Free  Made for iPhone 

If you find triaging your library with 

Photos’ built-in tools a bit tedious, Flic 

offers a fast, unique approach cleverly 

borrowed from Tinder. Flic displays one 

photo at a time, and you can swipe left 

to delete or right to keep. You can also 

mark photos as favorites, and when 

you’re done sorting, Flic can move all 

your rejected photos to the trash.

GooGle photoS
Free  Made for iPhone, iPad

If you have no objections to anything in 

Google’s terms and conditions, Google 

Photos is a good alternative to Apple 

Photos. It offers unlimited, free backup 

for photos up to 16 megapixels, and does 

automatic organization similar to Photos’ 

Memories and Siri-powered search.

Google Photos

GIFwrapped

Tough testing, trusted ratings
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Here’s a watchOS developer 
that gets it! Night Sky 4 may 
be designed for stargazing the 
heavens above, but the Apple 
Watch app offers some very 
compelling reasons to keep 
your eyes on your wrist, too.

For starters, there’s a 
complication that notifies 
interstellar buffs when the 
International Space Station 
will next pass over your 
particular chunk of this planet 
we call home, which also 
doubles as a shortcut to launch 
the app. Do that, and you’ll be 

Night Sky
A real constellation prize
Free (with in-app purchases)  From iCandi, icandiapps.com

Made for iPhone, iPad, Watch  Needs iOS 9.3 or later

asked to align your Watch with 
the Moon in order to view all 
the constellations, planets, 
satellites, and stars in the sky 
around you.

Should you be unable to see 
the Moon (during daytime or 
on cloudy nights, perhaps), you 
also have the option of getting 
oriented by compass instead. 
As with the iPhone app, 
moving your wrist changes 
the view of heavenly bodies 
accordingly in real time, or you 
can turn the Digital Crown to 
move forward or backward in 
time through the nifty “space 
travel” view.

Last but not least, a deep 
press on the display provides 
options to disable tracking or 
calibrate your view, while 
lowering your wrist provides 
a big picture compass view of 
every celestial body overhead. 
What’s remarkable is how 
faithful the watchOS 
experience is to the iPhone 
version – as much as is 
technically possible, anyway.

This is seriously one of the 
coolest Apple Watch apps 
around, and better yet, these 
watchOS features are all part 

of the free download; 
a premium subscription 
for $1.99 per month (or $9.99 
annually) adds even more cool 
iPhone features, including a 
custom animated view of the 
sky and a virtual moon tour.

The boTToM liNe. You’ll 
wish every Apple Watch app 
was as cool. J.R. bookwalTeR

Night Sky 4

	Stargazing	experience	on	Watch

	ISS	flyover	complication

	Technically	impressive

	 	Premium	subscription	required	
for	some	iPhone	features

ExcEllENt 

When running 

watchOS 3 or 

later, press and 

hold the side 

button, then 

swipe across 

Medical ID to 

display vital stats 

including name, 

date of birth, age, 

weight, height, 

and who to 

contact in case 

of emergency.

waTch Tip

See vital statistics
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There are plenty of 

apps offering widgets 

that can be launched 

with the tap, but most 

of them cost money. 

Launcher with 

Notification Center 

Widgets is not only free, but also works 

on Apple Watch.

There are a few catches, of course — 

the app requires in-app purchases to 

unlock more than six launchers, and 

watchOS support is currently limited 

to contacts and music. Apple Watch 

launchers are set up independently 

from those accessible on iPhone and 

iPad, but do come in handy for quickly 

dialing your favorite contacts or 

launching a playlist for select artists, 

albums, playlists, and more.

You’ll need the $2.99 Pro upgrade 

if you don’t want a label underneath 

the icon on your Watch’s display. 

The boTToM liNe. Good for 

initiating playback of music, but fairly 

limited otherwise. J.R. bookwalTeR

Next time you’re in 

the market for a new 

home, a web browser 

isn’t required to go 

shopping. With the 

Realtor.com Real 

Estate app installed 

on your connected iPhone, you can now 

perform searches from the Apple Watch 

app instead.

Opening the app on your wrist brings 

up a single button for finding Homes 

Nearby, using location-based data from 

your smartphone. Tap it and a few 

moments later, you’ll see a list of results 

with a thumbnail photo of the property 

in question, as well as asking price, 

basic information like square footage, 

and number of bedrooms and 

bathrooms. Turn the Digital Crown to 

scroll through the five nearest results.

You can also configure notifications 

to be alerted about price reductions 

on homes you’ve marked as favorites 

on the iPhone, or new listings that are 

now available based on your previous 

types of searches.

The boTToM liNe. Basic stuff, 

without any way to save search results 

from your Watch. J.R. bookwalTeR

Launcher with  
Notification Center Widgets
Take a wild stab at what this does…
Free  From Cromulent Labs, cromulentlabs.com

Made for iPhone, iPad, Watch  Needs iOS 9.0 or later

Realtor.com Real Estate
House the market looking?
Free  From Move, realtor.com

Made for iPhone, iPad, Watch  Needs iOS 9.0 or later

Okay 

WEak 

deep pRess 

With a mere press on your 

Apple Watch’s display, you can 

make the Calendar app work 

a little more like the one on Mac 

and iOS devices.

TiMe waRp 

If you would rather pull up 

a condensed view of events, tap 

Today, then turn the Digital Crown 

to step through each all-day or 

timed event one at a time. 

whaT’s oN deck 

Prefer to see events one 

day at a time? Tap the Day option 

to view color-coded events, and 

then swipe left or right to move 

between days.

how To

Change views in 
the Calendar app
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T
here’s been a big wait for the latest 

generation of 5K iMac updates. We didn’t 

get a new one at all in 2016, so we’re 

talking almost two years, which is a long old 

time in the tech world. With that kind of wait, 

we admit we were hoping for some big 

changes. However, it looks like we’ll have to 

rely on the iMac Pro release in December for 

our fix of wild new features – this is very 

much a spec bump. Maybe that’s a harsh way 

to view it, though, given just about every part 

of the iMac has been upgraded. 

First up, that glorious 5K screen, which is 

mostly identical to before: the same huge 

5120x2880-pixel resolution, the same 

27-inch size, and the same wide P3 gamut 

for more realistic colors than the average 

screen. However, Apple has boosted the 

brightness, and the difference is very 

noticeable, adding an extra level of vibrancy 

that’s really pleasing. That’s not exactly a 

revolution on its own, but it’s pretty much 

impossible to overstate how impressive this 

screen is when it’s sitting on a desk in front 

of you, packing a ridiculous amount of detail 

into images that really pop. The extra 

brightness also helps curb reflections; this 

(and the new 4K iMac) are Apple’s best Mac 

displays so far for cutting back on the glare 

from lights and windows. Again, this may not 

be the thing you’re most concerned about, 

but it’s certainly not to be ignored in a 

serious work computer.

work, work, work

Speaking of serious work, let’s move on to 

the iMac’s innards, because the 5K iMac still 

represents Apple’s most powerful computer 

that people actually buy (sorry, Mac Pro – 

it’s not us, it’s you). The iMac Pro will take 

that crown when it arrives, but at a similarly 

pro price – so the vast majority of us will still 

be looking at the 5K iMac as our workhorse.

That said, if it’s purely processor power 

you’re after, the bigger iMac isn’t necessarily 

a must-buy over its 21.5-inch 4K iMac sibling. 

The top-end 4K iMac ($1,499) and this 

entry-level 5K model actually share the same 

3.4GHz quad-core Intel chip, 8GB of memory 

and 1TB Fusion Drive. The $300 difference 

gets you the bigger screen and better 

graphics performance, of which more later.

27-inch iMac with Retina  
5K display (Mid 2017)

27-inch iMac 
with Retina  
5K display  
(Mid 2017)

	The	5K	display	rules

	Some	good	upgrades

	 	Intel	Core	processor	
hasn’t	really	improved

	More	memory,	please

GReat 

More of the same for Apple’s big-screen Mac,  
but that’s certainly not a bad thing
$1,799  From Apple, apple.com

Features 3.4GHz Intel Core i5, 8GB memory, 1TB Fusion Drive, 4GB AMD Radeon Pro 570, 
4x USB 3 and 2x Thunderbolt 3 ports, SDXC slot, Gigabit Ethernet, 802.11ac Wi-Fi, Bluetooth 4.2

TOUGH TESTING, TRUSTED RATINGS

VISIT MACLIFE.COM FOR ONLINE-EXCLUSIVE REVIEWS, UPDATED DAILY
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Thunderbolt 3 is now on the iMac, so you can 
use your MacBook Pro peripherals with it, too.

The 5K display is still way beyond what non-
Apple machines are doing – it’s just awesome.

The iMac’s exterior is unchanged, and Space 
Gray looks like it’ll be exclusive to the Pro.

iMac reviewed here includes an AMD 

Radeon Pro 570 with 4GB of video 

memory. Before, to get a similar 4GB 

graphics processor, you had to get the 

top-end iMac in a custom configuration.

What does that mean for you? Well, if 

you’re not planning on gaming or doing 

3D work, the extra memory won’t make 

much difference. But if you’ll use Motion’s 

3D tools or do 3D modeling, say, it’s an 

important upgrade. That said, if you’re 

doing that stuff you’ll probably want to 

look up the line to the $2,299 model 

anyway, which comes with a much faster 

chip with 8GB of memory (powerful 

enough for virtual reality – see opposite).

The bump in graphics memory 

capacity makes a good contribution to 

more demanding tasks in general: 

Tomb Raider’s benchmark scores are 20 

percent higher at 2560x1440 resolution, 

with 58.6 frames per second, and a full 

30 percent higher at the native 5K 

resolution, with 19.2 fps. At 1080p, there’s 

no difference – performance is effectively 

capped at that resolution, but as we’ve 

seen there’s room for the extra graphics 

power and memory to improve things on 

more modern, complex tasks. 

Even if you’re not a gamer or a 3D pro, 

you’ll benefit from the graphics unit 

being generally more powerful – many 

apps, including stuff everyone uses, such 

as Photos, take advantage of it to speed 

and if you need more, it isn’t the only 

5K iMac option available.

Going up through the models in the 

range gives you faster clock speeds: 

3.5GHz for $1,999, or 3.8GHz at $2,299. 

The only pity is that they’re both still 

quad-core Intel Core i5 chips – neither 

is an Intel Core i7. The main difference 

is that Core i7 chips feature Hyper-

Threading, which means that each 

processor core can manage two tasks 

(or “threads”) at once, so it’s like having 

an eight-core chip. For 

programmers or video 

editors, this is a big 

deal. You can swap for 

a 4.2GHz Core i7 chip, 

but not on the model 

reviewed here; it’s only 

available on the already 

more costly models, 

and costs either $200 

or $300 depending on 

which you start with.

Graphics Gains

The big iMac changes 

this year lie in graphics 

rather than Intel Core 

processors. For its 5K iMacs, Apple has 

always offered some potent options at 

the top end, but not so much elsewhere. 

It’s made up ground with this new 

generation, though. The entry-level 5K 

That said, this model’s Intel Core 

processor is no slouch. In our testing, 

it actually posted a slightly lower score 

for its single-core performance than the 

3.3GHz processor in the 2015 model, 

which is probably partly because of a 

quirk in Intel’s Turbo Boost tech. This 

feature of the processor lets a lone core 

work much faster than usual, and last 

year’s model was able to reach 3.9GHz, 

whereas this year’s reaches 3.8GHz. 

There’s also likely some natural margin 

of error in the scores.

In our multi-core, real-world video 

encoding test, we saw that this iMac is 

no slower than 2015’s model… although 

it’s also no faster. That’s okay; for most 

people, it has more than enough power, 

there’s room For the extra Graphics 
power and memory to improve thinGs 
on more modern, complex tasks

The 27-inch iMac is an imposing thing to 
have on your desk, but it still has a fairly 
small footprint thanks to its stand.

>>>Reviews
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(with read speeds of over 700MB/sec and 

write speeds of 575MB/sec), which makes 

the computer feel really snappy in use.

The 8GB of memory is enough for 

most home users, but we think a $1,700+ 

computer should really come with 16GB, 

to help future-proof it and give headroom 

for things like complex photo editing. You 

can add more when ordering from Apple, 

but also – unlike the 21.5-inch iMac or any 

MacBook – you can install more yourself.

Wonders never cease, we’ve also got 

some additional ports with this model, 

rather than fewer. There are two 

Thunderbolt 3 ports, which double as 

USB-C (great if you won’t actually use a 

Thunderbolt device), in addition to the 

same four USB 3 (Type-A) ports, SD card 

up certain tasks, and the more powerful 

it is, the slicker the experience. Want to 

smoothly zoom in on your large DSLR 

photos? You don’t have to be a pro to 

benefit from that, and the 5K iMac 

performs this task excellently.

BiG Bytes

In terms of storage, you now get a 1TB 

Fusion Drive in both the entry-level 5K 

iMac and the next model up, with a 2TB 

drive in the top model. Fusion Drives mix 

a small amount of fast flash storage with 

a lot of slower hard drive storage. That 

means they feel fast for regular tasks, 

but have lots of room for storing large 

files and apps you use less frequently. 

The flash memory here is extremely fast 

reader, and Gigabit Ethernet port as 

before. Or, you can use Thunderbolt to 

connect one more 5K display or two 4K 

displays if you need even more space.

Our other notes from last issue’s 4K 

iMac hold true here: we wish you could 

swap the mouse for the Magic Trackpad 

for free, and Apple’s low-travel keyboard 

isn’t loved by everyone. Plus, as lovely as 

it is, the design feels like it’s a bit behind 

Apple’s other products. But these are 

minor irritations; the 5K iMac is still 

really strong, marrying satisfactory 

power with an unmatched display quality.

the Bottom line. It’s not especially 

cheap, but the 5K screen is fantastic, and 

this model packs plenty of power for 

most people. matthew Bolton

Bringing virtual reality to the imac
>>> with the latest generation of 5K 

iMac and performance improvements in 

macOS High Sierra, virtual reality has finally 

come to Apple’s computers. The problem in 

the past was a combination of poor graphics 

chips and limited software support for fast 

graphics, but that’s no longer the case. 

At least, it’s not the case for every iMac. 

The iMac reviewed here, despite costing 

$1,799, isn’t VR-capable. According to 

graphics chip manufacturer AMD, virtual 

reality on the Mac is only officially supported 

on the top-of-the-range $2,299 model that 

comes with an 8GB Radeon Pro 580 chip. 

(The iMac Pro will also be VR capable when 

it arrives, of course.)

Still, as time goes on, that level of power 

will reach the less expensive models in the 

range, so more people will be able to access 

VR creation tools and games.

The VR headset Apple supports is the 

HTC Vive, which features strong support 

from the world’s biggest game platform, 

Steam. Vive comprises not just the headset, 

but also a series of sensors that are placed 

around your room, and two motion-sensitive 

controllers. The headset currently connects 

to the computer with a cable, but wireless 

adapters are coming soon, too. The sensors 

work partly to help you stay safe when 

you’re immersed in the headset; the idea 

is that you have a space set up for VR use, 

and if you stray out of it or toward a wall, 

you get a gentle warning of that within your 

VR environment.

Apple has shown off not just VR games, 

but VR content creation too – in many 3D 

creative tasks, the freedom of vision and 

manipulation that VR gives you can be a 

huge advantage. That also means it’s not 

too limiting that only the more expensive 

iMacs get it for now – especially since the 

Vive bundle itself costs $800.

If you’re interested in VR on the 
Mac, you’ll need to factor in the 
considerable cost of a VR headset. 
The one Apple supports is $800.

Tough testing, trusted ratings
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T
o tempt you from your phone’s camera to a DSLR, the Rebel SL2 has 

a selfie mode, skin smoothing and background blurring, and a graphical 

interface that describes the effects of changing key settings. It also 

includes lens abberation corrections found on pricier EOS models.

The autofocus system performs fine in good light and darker indoor 

conditions in general, and better with low-contrast subjects than expected. 

However, in situations like tracking moving subjects you’ll be left wanting. 

The camera uses phase-detect AF for faster Live View focusing speeds; 

focusing is smooth and fast, and easily matches mirrorless rivals. Nine AF 

points are arranged in a diamond and fairly well spread out, but with just one 

cross-type point, you may need to rotate the camera to achieve focus.

Detail is very good up to ISO1600. There’s no noise at ISO3200, what’s 

visible at ISO6400 is controlled, and ISO12,800 is still very useable. Dynamic 

range is also good, but lacks some rivals’ scope to recover detail in raw files.

The body feels unpleasantly plasticky, yet the hand grip is welcomely deep. 

The ISO/display buttons are somewhat spongy, and the shutter release has a 

hollowness. 650 shots per charge is better than comparable mirrorless rivals, 

but that plummets to 260 when using Live View pretty much full-time.

the bottom line. The EOS Rebel SL2 isn’t a bad option for new creative 

photographers, but there are better-value alternatives. Phil hall

Canon EOS Rebel SL2
A light, easy-to-use step up from a smartphone
$549 (body), $699 (with 18–55 mm lens)  From Canon, usa.canon.com

Features 24.2 MP APS-C CMOS sensor, ISO100–25,600, 3.0-inch vari-angle screen

Canon Eos 
REbEl sl2

	Great	Live	View	
autofocus	performance

	Polished	interface

	Basic	9-point	autofocus

	Plasticky	finish

GREat 

>>>Reviews
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iPad Pro owners are fortunate to have the best stylus around 
with Apple Pencil, but those with regular iPads need no 
longer gawk in envy. Wacom’s latest stylus even does 
a few things the Pencil doesn’t, such as work on the iPhone.

Roughly the length of a ballpoint pen, Bamboo Sketch 
is pudgier and weighs less than the Pencil, but the all-black 
textured casing provides an overall better grip. A pair of 
configurable shortcut buttons are just a push away on 
the barrel, with a small connector on the opposite side 
that magnetically attaches to the bundled charger.

Also included is a stylish carrying case which holds 
the charging dongle as well as two extra nib tips: 
One firm, one soft (the difference is negligible). 
Sketch pairs automatically via Bluetooth with 13 
compatible apps, including the free Bamboo Paper.

For slower, more exacting strokes, Sketch largely 
matches the precision of Apple Pencil. However, it 
doesn’t keep up as well with faster handwriting or 
sketching, and palm rejection is also a mixed bag.

the bottom line. The best stylus, assuming 
you don’t own an iPad Pro. J.R. bookwalteR

Available in onyx (black) or space gray, 

this diminutive speaker will become an 

indispensable accessory for a specific 

group of people. It’s also exclusively 

available in Apple Stores.

If you often find yourself on a call 

around an iPhone with your coworkers 

(or family), then it will be a hundred bucks 

very well spent. Conference call quality 

is exceptional and a marked improvement 

on the iPhone’s built-in speaker (not 

surprisingly). Rayz Rally’s single button 

can be used to mute or end calls.

It’s Lightning-powered, though you 

can connect a Lightning cable to 

the bottom as well to charge it and 

your iPhone or iPad. An app 

updates the firmware and guides 

you through a basic tutorial.

the bottom line. At a few 

cents under $100, the Rayz Rally 

is a steal for regular conference 

callers. Dan GRabham

Wacom Bamboo Sketch
A pencil for your iPhone?
$80  From Wacom, wacom.com

Features Two interchangeable nibs (soft or firm)

Pioneer Rayz Rally
Portable conference speaker
$100  From Pioneer, pioneerrayz.com

Features Lightning connector, carry bag

Wacom BamBoo Sketch

	Works	on	iPhone

	Swappable	nibs

	Two	shortcut	buttons

	Limited	app	support

Good 

Pioneer rayz rally

	Excellent	voice	quality

	Easy	to	use	–	plug	and	play

	Passthrough	Lightning	charging	port

	Not	for	general	music

Good 
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M
acphun’s “Neptune” update to its impressive Luminar image-editing 

app brings new tools, new filters, and tweaks to the back end for 

increased performance with large image files.

The headline new feature is Accent, a filter in the new Quick & Awesome 

workspace that claims to analyze your image using AI and fix everything it 

thinks needs fixing. We assume it is actually doing this rather than just 

raising the midtone contrast and sharpness, as the filter acts very quickly 

even on a low-end Mac. Results are acceptably good – sunny images become 

sunnier, and any overcooked processing can be toned down by reducing the 

opacity of the layer every new filter is placed upon.

Elsewhere, there’s support for all other Macphun apps as round-trip 

plugins, so if you’re an aficionado of Noiseless Pro, you can send an image 

there for cleaning up – Luminar has its own noise reduction routines, of 

course – and return the edited image to Luminar to continue working.

Luminar relies heavily on presets, but the huge range available, along with 

the ability to create your own and the before/after slider that shows you 

exactly what’s changed, make it an intelligent approach to one-shot image 

editing. There are clone and erase tools too, for scratch and blemish removal. 

The workspaces, calibrated to support exactly the amount of work you want 

to put into fixing your images, mean you can walk away happy after anything 

from five minutes’ tinkering to half an hour’s, always knowing you’ve made 

genuine improvements.

If there’s a downside, it’s that tooltips can take a while to appear, and being 

dropped into the app from a cold start can feel overwhelming. Macphun has 

thought of this, however, with video tutorials on its website which, along with 

the user guide, can be accessed from the Help menu.

For a price that’s very competitive with Photoshop Elements, Luminar 

looks like a great choice for anyone who wants to fix their photos quickly 

and effectively.

While it might take a few moments to get the hang of Neptune – especially 

if you haven’t used Luminar before – Macphun is onto a winner here, as long 

as you don’t want to get into compositing or special effects,

the bottom line. Luminar offers everything you’ll want from a photo 

editor, and makes its changes quickly and reversibly. The ability to run it as a 

Photos extension adds to its versatility. ian evenden

Luminar Neptune
An image editing app that takes  
presets to the next level
$69  From Macphun, macphun.com

needs OS X 10.10.5 or later

Luminar neptune

	 	Fast	analysis/editing

	 	New	AI	filter	is	effective		
(but	needs	controlling)

	Huge	range	of	presets

	 	Controls	may	daunt

Great 
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Y
ou probably know JBL from its Bluetooth 

speakers, but the Playlist is something 

a little different for the company. Rather 

than a simple Bluetooth-equipped and battery-

powered speaker, the Playlist is wall-powered 

and equipped with Google Cast (more usually 

known as “Chromecast built-in”). 

You can still use Bluetooth if you’d prefer, 

but Google Cast allows the speaker to become 

part of a multi-room home setup. Much as with 

AirPlay, you stream your music over your home’s 

Wi-Fi, and you can pair the speaker with others 

to fill your whole house with music. 

There’s a set of playback controls on top of 

the speaker, which give you limited control of 

playback from the Playlist itself, while the entire 

front of the device is given over to its bulbous 

speaker grille. At the rear is a two-pronged 

power port and a 3.5 mm jack. We don’t imagine 

you’ll use this physical connector much, but it’s 

a helpful inclusion if you ever want to connect a 

non-Bluetooth device. 

Understandably, Apple’s own music and 

podcasting apps don’t support Google Cast, but 

numerous others available on the App Store do, 

including Spotify, Tidal, and Deezer – while 

Pocketcasts can be used for podcast listening. 

The Playlist might be smarter than JBL’s 

standard Bluetooth speakers, but its sound 

quality will be instantly familiar from those 

other models. However, big, chunky bass is 

unfortunately not matched with much treble 

and mid-range presence, leading to a speaker 

more at home with a house party than a dinner 

one. Our only other issue was that the stability 

of the audio playback varies depending on the 

quality of your home’s Wi-Fi signal.

It might not have the sonic abilities of rival 

Sonos speakers but the Playlist is nevertheless 

an affordable way into multiroom listening, so 

long as you use the right music apps. 

the bottom line. JBL’s speaker has the 

smarts, but anyone looking for a more refined 

sound should look elsewhere. Jon Porter

JBL Playlist
A Sonos rival with party sound
$150  From JBL, jbl.com

Features 2x 2.25-inch woofers, 2x 15W power rating, Google Cast, Bluetooth  

JBL PLayList

	Tight,	chunky	sound

	Google	Cast	works	well

	Sound	lacks	nuance

	No	AirPlay

Great 
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Apple’s built-in Notes has come a long way, but one thing 
it can’t do is create quick notes from macOS’s menu bar. 
SnipNotes does that and more, syncing via iCloud to iPhone, 
iPad, and Apple Watch, thereby making your notes available 
everywhere, even offline.

SnipNotes lacks the comprehensive annotation and 
drawing tools introduced with Notes in macOS Sierra, but – 
more conveniently – saves images and text snippets. New 
items are saved to an inbox, where content can be organized 
into multiple categories with one of 42 custom icons.

The Mac app is also great for quickly saving current 
Clipboard contents, thanks to a Notification Center widget 
that displays up to 12 recent notes for fast access while the 
app is closed. If you don’t like the default orange, nine other 
color themes are available.

Although initially designed for mobile devices, SnipNotes 
for Mac faithfully adapts to the desktop, with assignable 
global hotkeys for calling up the menu bar and saving 
clipboard or currently selected content, which can also be 
done from anywhere using its Share sheet extension.

the bottom line. Menu bar support makes this a more 
convenient notes app. J.R. bookwalteR

Window management is something of a holy grail 

on the Mac. The operating system includes Spaces 

for organizing windows across multiple desktops, 

but the feature lacks granular control. Switchem 

takes a different tack: It lets you set up multiple 

grouped app workspaces for different tasks and 

flip between them using a mechanism similar to 

macOS’s built-in app switcher.. 

Once you’ve organized all your task-related 

app windows, simply create a new group, give it 

a name, and Switchem assigns a number to the 

workspace. You can then switch to it at any time 

using a ç+†+[number] shortcut, which brings 

all apps to the front in their original positions.

The solution works well on single desktops, 

while additional handy shortcuts make opening 

and closing all apps within a group a cinch. It’s just 

a shame Switchem doesn’t support full-screen 

apps – also designated Spaces by macOS – across 

multiple displays, although the developer has 

promised compatibility in a future update.

the bottom line. Good for defining multiple 

workspaces on a single desktop. tim haRdwick

SnipNotes
Make a note to check this out
$8.99  From Felix Lisczyk, snipnotes.de/en

needs macOS 10.12 or later

Switchem
Group apps into workspaces
$9.99  From Fardini Media, switchem.co

needs OS X 10.11 or later

SnipnoteS for Mac

  One-click Clipboard save

  Share sheet extension

  Syncs with iCloud via iOS

  No annotation features

Good 

SwitcheM

  Intuitive Group Switcher

  Save multiple workspaces

  Global keyboard shortcuts

  No full-screen app/Spaces support

Good 
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Pioneer XDP-30R
High-res audio? Count us in
$399  From Pioneer, pioneer-audiovisual.com

Features Twin DACs, Up to 192 kHz/32-bit audio, normal and balanced outputs 

Pioneer XDP-30r

  Reasonable price

  Superb sound

  A little quiet

  No Mac software

Awesome 

M
usic fans are getting very excited about high-resolution audio, 

which delivers sound that’s vastly superior to CD quality or standard 

downloads. There’s just one catch: high-res audio players are incredibly 

expensive… or at least, they were.

Pioneer’s XDP-30R is a pretty thing, black aluminum with a touchscreen, 

a copper volume knob, transport buttons, and twin microSD slots: high-res 

audio files are big, and you’ll fill the 16GB internal storage in no time. Cards 

up to 256GB apiece work. There’s a 3.5 mm headphone jack, and a 2.5 mm 

jack for balanced headphones, plus Wi-Fi, Bluetooth, and USB. PC users get 

management software, but on the Mac you must drag and drop in Finder.

The XDP-30R has two DACs (Digital Analog Converters) and supports 

audio files of up to 192 kHz/32-bit (CD is 44.1 kHz/16-bit), or DSD 5.6 MHz. 

The controversial MQA format isn’t currently supported, but is promised.

Radiohead’s OKNOTOK, the newly remastered and high-res anniversary 

edition of OK Computer, sounds extraordinary on this player. Listening 

to densely layered songs such as “Climbing Up The Walls” feels like an 

adventure, things you’ve never noticed before coming in and out of focus.

The player’s talents aren’t limited to high-res prog rock. 44.1 kHz FLACs 

sound fantastic: Bowie’s “Life On Mars” feels brand new, while the boxy 

drums, swooping synths, and the strange noises of “Sound and Vision” 

appear to be coming from all around you. Fleetwood Mac’s “The Chain” 

is jaw-dropping, Chic’s “Le Freak” is gloriously funky, and the bass in Daft 

Punk’s “Get Lucky” makes your brain vibrate.

The XDP-30R can upsample such audio to 192 kHz, but the untouched 

audio sounds perfectly good to us: the upsampled audio feels a little wider, 

more spacious, but it’s a subtle difference. Our only real niggle is that the 

maximum volume is a little low; switching to line-out mode boosts it.

This is a superb music player, but while it offers 16 hours of battery life 

we suspect it’s not going to leave people’s houses very often: outside means 

battling ambient noise, which tends to kill musical subtlety. You’ll get the 

best results in quiet rooms with good headphones.

the bottom line. All the excitement of high-res audio without 

a terrifying price. A treat for your ears. Gary marshall
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S
tory has never been the main focus of the Hitman series: killing people as 

anonymously and yet extravagantly as possible has been. That changed 

with Hitman: Absolution in 2014, the only entry to make it to the Mac 

until now. This new installment has a story, but it’s a tale told in the margins 

— in post-mission cutscenes, overheard dialog, and, later, specific mission 

objectives that nonetheless follow the regular template. That’s good, though, 

because the template works. There’s a target, or two, or four, each with their 

own routes and security; your job is to assassinate them.

You can, in many cases, just shoot your target and run away, hoping to 

reach the exit before the security team surrounds you. Doing so would be 

valid, but messy. The hitman, known only as Agent 47, is a pro, which means 

getting in and out with the least fuss. Shootouts can be lethal, but Hitman’s 

hardest, most satisfying challenge is taking out targets without being 

recognized. This is where disguises come in: 47 can take clothes from 

unconscious (or dead) characters to wear and thus blend in. As a waiter, you’ll 

have access to more areas than a member of the public; as a security guard, 

your access expands further still.

Disguises are one of the series’ defining features, and this game offers 

their most elegant implementation. You can only be discovered by specific 

characters of the same type. In certain cases the system requires some 

suspension of disbelief — it’s not always clear why some guards can recognize 

their colleagues when so many can’t — but the transparency is welcome, 

ensuring you can avoid these characters in an effort to remain undetected.

As well as using disguises to get to a target, you must also figure out how 

you’ll kill them. You have a silenced pistol that’ll do the job, or you can take 

various tools into each mission, from guns and explosives, to lockpicks and 

a variety of poisons. Often, the most fiendish means of murder can be found 

within levels. 47 can rewire electrical cables, loosen chandeliers, or tamper 

with gas heaters. Beyond the more generic options, each mission has its own 

tailored murder methods called “Opportunities,” which are a powerful tool to 

either draw a target away from their security, or to lead them to their demise. 

Hitman: The Complete 
First Season
How would you like to die today?
$59.99  From Feral Interactive, feralinteractive.com

Needs macOS 10.12.5 or higher, Steam account, internet connection to activate
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You can discover and track specific Opportunities 

based on overheard conversations or information 

found within a level.

While Opportunities are the most entertaining 

ends, and most directly buy into the fantasy of 

Hitman’s premise, they can also be overbearing. 

By default, they lead you step by step to where 

you need to go. If dropping a stuffed moose on 

some jerk requires a cameraman disguise, you’ll 

be told where to track one down. Arguably this 

means Hitman is more welcoming to newcomers, 

though such detailed direction can undersell the 

satisfaction of the core experience.

Every aspect of the interface can be tweaked. 

Opportunities can be set to minimal, giving you 

broad objectives but letting you figure out the 

finer details. Objectives can be disabled entirely, 

forcing you to complete Opportunities more 

organically, using dialog and contextual hints. 

The result is the same — a jerk, dead by moose — 

but the sense of accomplishment is far greater.

Each mission is designed to be replayed, but 

you only get one chance at experiencing it for the 

first time. Disabling unnecessary hints forces you 

to look carefully, picking up items, searching for 

clues, and seizing upon opportunities (not 

Opportunities). The detail in each environment 

improves the game by imposing a need to explore.

Levels are big and dense, packed full of items 

and possibilities. The early missions are all 

different takes on a similar theme — usually there’s 

a big house involved, but the formula is tweaked 

Hitman

   Great disguise system

   Designed for replays

  Detailed environments

   Overuse of voice actors 

Great 

and experimented with later on. Colorado takes 

place on a farm full of mercenaries, and the entire 

area is marked as hostile. Hokkaido is set in a 

high-tech hospital, so 47 is unable to smuggle in 

items. These small shifts can have a big effect, 

at least on your first run through.

You’ll want to replay each level, to find new 

methods or take on Escalations — special missions 

with alternate targets, which evolve with new 

complications after each completion. Every 

environment is big and intricate enough to 

support multiple approaches. Marrakesh and 

Bangkok are arguably the weakest in this respect, 

yet still offer plenty to do, and we happily replayed 

the best — Sapienza and Hokkaido – each time 

finding fun new tricks.

The joy of Hitman is manipulating these puzzle 

sandboxes. Strip away the theme and fantasy, and 

you’re left with a diorama of moving parts. How to 

break it is left up to you.

There are problems, though. The biggest is the 

reuse of a few voice actors; that didn’t distract us 

too much, but it damages full immersion.

the bottom liNe. Hitman’s design – targets, 

environments, and challenges – stays strong 

throughout. It’s an imperfect but well-made and 

entertaining experience. Phil Savage

Tinker, tailor, soldier, 
hitman… Agent 47 
loves his disguises.

At the time of writing, Hitman supports 

AMD graphics processors only, though 

Feral plans to add support for Nvidia and 

Intel cards. This limits it to 2014 or newer 

27-inch iMacs, 2016 or newer 15-inch 

MacBook Pros, and the black Mac Pro.

We tried it on a late 2016 MacBook 

Pro with a 4GB Radeon Pro 460, which 

gave us smooth gameplay. We strongly 

recommend using a gamepad.
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There’s a problem with ever-thinner Macs: thin cases mean 
thin speakers, which means thin sound. It’s particularly 
noticeable on the iMac, on which music sounds as if it’s 
being shouted at you by somebody in a bucket, but it’s 
a problem on MacBooks too. Boom 3D can help.

The app changes the sound of your Mac to make it 
brighter, wider – and on headphones, to give you virtual 
surround sound. It works: turning it off makes the sound 
considerably duller and less interesting. At heart it’s an 
equalizer with some extra effects to add “air” at the top 
end, widen the stereo image, and so on, but it’s packaged in 
a way that people who aren’t audio experts can understand.

It’s particularly good on headphones, with wider stereo, 
better bass, and more pronounced separation of individual 
sounds such as gunshots and vehicles. It’s easy to overcook 
the sound – crank up the sliders and the sibilantsssss 
sssssound like ssssssnakesss - but if you take a “less is 
more” approach it’s very effective. It’s no substitute for 
good quality speakers, of course, but it’s a big improvement.

the bottom line. Boom 3D really can make your Mac 
sound better, especially on headphones. gary marshall

PopChar’s premise is simple. Click its icon at the 

far left of the menu bar (or the far right if you 

choose – you can also assign a hot key) and it 

displays a list of fonts installed on your system. 

Click on a font and it displays all the characters 

available in that font. Click on a character and 

it’s inserted into the currently active document 

on your Mac. You can also insert it as formatted, 

rather than plain, text.

Whether the character you’re looking for is 

a mathematical symbol, a Cyrillic letter, or an 

emoji, PopChar has it covered. You can specify 

frequently used characters and add them to the 

Favorites bar, and if you need the HTML code for 

symbols and emoji, you can add that instead.

PopChar also displays keyboard shortcuts for 

characters, where they are available. It’ll even 

attempt to search for a character whose shape 

you trace on a trackpad with your finger.

the bottom line. If you regularly find 

yourself hunting for characters to place in layouts 

or documents, PopChar is indispensable. 

Kenny hemphill

Boom 3D
Make your Mac sound better
$16.99  From Global Delight Technologies, globaldelight.com

needs OS X 10.10.3 or later

PopChar X
Meet interesting characters
€29.99 (about $36)  From Ergonis, ergonis.com

needs macOS X 10.6 or later

Boom 3D

  Improves your audio

  Simple to adjust

  It’s really just an equalizer

  Easy to go too far

Great 

PoPChar X 8.1

  Easy to find unusual characters

  Can supply HTML code for symbols and emoji

  Stores favorites for easy access

  macOS’s Character Viewer may suffice

awesome 
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etter late than never, as the saying 
goes. It’s been frustrating, in recent 
months, to see Amazon’s Echo 
speaker and its Alexa voice assistant 

grabbing all the headlines, while Apple’s Siri and 
its HomeKit home-automation software sat 
glumly on the sidelines. The Echo was also 
getting all the attention from manufacturers of 
smart lighting systems, thermostats, security 
cameras, and all the other smart home devices 
that we cover here every month in Home Life. 

Apple’s original plan for the emerging home 
automation market was to use the Apple TV as 
its central smart home control device. But the 
Apple TV has never really been a massive 
success, and it simply couldn’t compete with 
the Amazon Echo or the recently launched 
Google Home speaker.

That’s where Apple’s new HomePod speaker 
comes in. It’s not due to arrive until December 
but, as well as offering great sound quality, 
the HomePod includes Siri and the HomeKit 
software. Even ahead of its December launch 
date the HomePod is attracting new products 
that support HomeKit – and once more making 
Apple a serious contender in the battle for the 
smart homes of the future.

In camera

Security is the number one factor that attracts 
people to smart home technology, but it’s only 
recently that Apple added support for security 
cameras to HomeKit (in the Home app in iOS 10). 
Since then we’ve seen D-Link’s Omna 180, 
which was the very first security camera to work 
with HomeKit, and Logitech just launched a new 

B

devIces that 
work wIth 
homePod

> get started with…

In preparation for the HomePod’s arrival, 
there’s a wide range of smart home devices 
you can set up to work with Apple’s speaker

BY cLIFF JosePh

Better LIvIng through smarter technoLogY

home LIFe
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version of its popular Circle camera – cunningly 
named Circle 2 – which adds HomeKit as well for 
$180. At least, that’s the case with the wired 
version – the wireless model doesn’t work with 
HomeKit for some unspecified reason.

It’s a shame that Netatmo’s security cameras 
don’t support HomeKit, but it does have a HomeKit 
smoke alarm coming soon, which includes an alarm 
to wake you if necessary, and Wi-Fi to send alerts 
when you’re away from home. Elgato doesn’t make 
security cameras, but it does make some quite 
affordable door and window sensors that only 
cost about $40 each – although you’ll need 
an Apple TV or HomePod to relay alerts to 
you if you’re away from home.

We’ve also heard that Ring is adding 
HomeKit support to its outdoor Floodlight Cam 
($249) and Ring Pro video doorbell ($249) towards 
the end of the year. Also bear in mind the popular 
range of August Smart Locks, with the latest 
second-generation version costing £229. 

seeIng the LIght

One area in which HomeKit has traditionally been 
well-supported is lighting. Philips dominates the 
smart lighting market with its Hue range of lights, 
and has supported HomeKit right from the start. 
The Hue range is a great place to start with 
HomeKit, as it includes everything from a simple 

starter kit with two plain white light bulbs ($65), 
to mood-setting “ambiance” lights and lamps, 
and even color-changing lamps and light strips 
that you can stick on the wall at party time. 
Other attractive smart lights launched recently 
include Nanoleaf’s modular and multicolored 
Aurora Smarter Kit ($220), which consists of a 
series of triangular panels that you can click 
together like Legos in order create your own 
lighting designs. Even big names like Ikea are 
getting in on the act, with plans to add HomeKit 
to its Trådfri range of smart lights later this year 
(from $80 for the starter kit).

Thermostats are a popular choice for many 
home users too, particularly the ecobee3 smart 
thermostat at $169, and the ecobee4 which also 

incorporates Amazon Alexa for a 
more costly $249. A programmable 
smart thermostat should help you to 
save money on your energy bills, but 
HomeKit takes things further, as 
it allows you to link the thermostat 
to other devices – perhaps turning 
your heating and Philips Hue lights 
all on at the same time when you come 
home in the evening. If you really want 
to get clever, Honeywell’s recently 
released Lyric T6 Pro thermostat ($80) 
has a geolocation feature that allows it 
to monitor the location of your iPhone. 
That means it can turn on the heating 
or cooling minutes before you actually 
get home to make sure that all is balmy 
or chilled as you walk in.

a  P r o g r a m m a B L e  s m a r t-

t h e r m o s tat  s h o u L d  h e L P 

s av e  m o n e Y  o n  e n e r gY  B I L L s

Philips’ Hue and Friends of Hue lights 
have long worked with HomeKit.

Philips’ Hue Bridge relays 
HomeKit commands to 
connected lights.

>>>Home Life
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It’s a shame that Tado’s Smart AC Control 
doesn’t support HomeKit, unlike its Smart 
Thermostat (which is designed for radiator-based 
heating systems and isn’t available in the US). 
Indeed, according to Apple’s official list at  
apple.co/2qiCvI7, only the incredibly expensive 
De’Longhi MDH heater/cooler does. So, in terms 
of cooling, you’re looking at ceiling fans with 
HomeKit support – specifically those 
from Hunter, such as the Signal 
($349) or Apache ($399).

 As well as adding support for 
video, the iOS 10 update for HomeKit 
added a number of other devices too, 
including air conditioning, air 
purifiers, and humidifiers – so you 
can expect to see more of those on 
the way. We’ve seen a new device 
called IT4WIFI (niceforyou.com, 
price to be announced), which can 
control your garage doors. Other 
forthcoming devices in that category 
include the LiftMaster MyQ controller 
and Home Bridge (liftmaster.com).

 With HomeKit and geolocation 
built in, the IT4WIFI can spot you 
pulling into your driveway, open the 
garage doors, and then tell your 
HomePod to turn on the lights and 
adjust the heating too. Let’s see Alexa 
giving that a spin…

D-Link’s Omna 180 
was the first camera 
to support HomeKit.

Honeywell’s Lyric T6 Pro 
thermostat can alter heating 

based on your location.

The wired version 
of Logitech’s new 
Circle 2 camera.

Prepare for HomePod
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Essential HomeKit items to pair with the HomePod

LogItech cIrcLe 2 

$180

logitech.com

 

> The original Circle 

camera was well-received – 

not least by us – and the 

new Circle 2 ups the ante 

by adding support for 

HomeKit too. Watch out, 

though – there are two 

versions of the Circle 2, 

and it’s only the wired, 

wall-powered model that 

works with HomeKit, for 

reasons unknown.

1 2 3 4
ecoBee3 LIte 

smart thermostat 

$169

ecobee.com

 

> Ecobee reckons you can 

save an average of 23 

percent annually on your 

heating and cooling costs 

with its thermostat – and 

of course with HomeKit 

support, it can interact 

with other devices too. 

You might want to add 

a room sensor or two to 

monitor those tricky areas.

eLgato eve 

door & wIndow 

$40

elgato.com

 

> Elgato was one of the 

first companies to support 

HomeKit, and these little 

sensors are an affordable 

security option to fit  

throughout your home. 

However, you’ll need an 

Apple TV or HomePod (or 

a powered iPad set up as 

your hub) if you want 

alerts while you’re out.

nanoLeaF aurora 

smarter kIt 

$220

nanoleaf.me

 

> Nanoleaf does make 

straightforward light bulbs 

that work with HomeKit, 

but we really like its multi-

colored Aurora lights too. 

The kit consists of nine 

triangular lighting panels 

that you can click together 

like Lego bricks to create 

your own customized 

mood lighting designs.

 FIve oF 
the Best

>>>Home Life
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PhILIPs hue whIte 

starter kIt 

$65

meethue.com

 

> Philips has always done 

a good job of supporting 

HomeKit. The Hue range 

includes all sorts of bulbs, 

lamps, and light strips, 

but you should begin with 

one of its starter kits; this 

one includes two white 

bulbs and a “bridge” that 

provides the HomeKit 

connectivity features.

5

A
nYone who has lived 
with young children knows 
The Secret Place. It’s that 
cherished area in your 

home that, given the chance, 
one parent will escape to while 
the other wrangles the kid into 
bed or the bath or, on really 
desperate days, the car to 
grandma’s house. The Secret 
Place has an old couch, a TV or 
laptop, and a ready supply of 
sugar-laden snacks that 
otherwise only appear in your 
child’s wildest dreams.

Our Secret Place was in the 
corner of our attic, and proved 
the perfect hideout for me and 
my husband to take turns in. 
“Where’s Daddy? Um… well he 
certainly isn’t upstairs watching 
Game of Thrones and gorging on 
gluten-free brownies, that’s for 
darn sure.”

But now our kid is two and can 
easily outwit us, the joy of The 
Secret Place is over. I conceded 
defeat last week and decided to 
move the TV into our bedroom – 
if we all have to watch Elmo, 
at least we can watch him in 
bed. In a not-weird way, 
of course.

Ha. Hahaha. Moving the TV set 
was the easy part. But while I had 
factored in connecting up our 
Apple TV and the Fire TV stick, 
I’d forgotten we need a cable 
for free-to-air TV and, 
catastrophically, that all three 
are controlled by a Logitech 
Harmony smart remote, 
which has charging station 
requirements and a mystery 
black box of its very own.

“Watch, mama? Watch TV in 
bed?” My kid was literally leaping 
with excitement as I scoured the 
walls for power outlets when 
I got a text from my husband: 
“INTERNAL SPEAKERS MUTED, 
YOU NEED TO CONNECT THE 
EXTERNALS.”

I was done. Even if I got 
everything connected, I’d never 
figure out the smart remote 
setup. I turned to my daughter. 

“Shall we read a book instead, 
honey?” Her lower lip trembled. 
Her face darkened. And there was 
nowhere to hide.

The full horror of relocating 
gadgets hits JennIFer PhIn 

>smart home LIvIng 
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World War II buffs will love the 
unique visuals, sound effects, and 
gyroscopic controls on display in 

Sky Gamblers Races, a cross-platform 
multiplayer aerial racing game. Packed with 
over 100 unique races in a variety of different 
environments including large canyons, high 
mountains, beaches, heavily forested hills, 
and valleys, you can compete against opponents 
from around the world or against friends in 
real-time challenges.

Prefer to fly solo? You can practice offline or 
drop in for a challenge against the AI-controlled 
version, with varying degrees of difficulty. 
Playing on tvOS, iOS, or macOS, you can unlock 
more than 90 detailed WWII plane variants, 
including iconic Mustang, Tomahawk, 
Messerschmitt, Spitfire, and A6M Zero models.

The only potential downside is that gameplay 
is a bit awkward with the Siri Remote, but MFi 
controllers are supported. J.R. BookwalteR

Sky Gamblers Races
Ultimate air racing
$2.99

Boomerang
Classic cartoons from your past
Free (subscription required)

Even these versions look a little too modern for our tastes... and don’t get 
us started on that consarned Scrappy-Doo. Now get off our lawn.

We’re not sure just how historically accurate air racing 
actually is, but it’s good fun all the same.

If you were 
a child in the 
’70s, you 

would have been spoiled 
by a diverse selection of 
quality entertainment on 
syndicated television – 
including cartoons. 
Thankfully, classic shows 
are still available; you just 
have to know where to look.

Boomerang is a network 
dedicated to favorites like 
Scooby-Doo, Tom and Jerry, 
Looney Tunes, Popeye, 
The Smurfs, Huckleberry 
Hound, and dozens more, 
which are now available to 
stream in a virtually endless 

buffet from your Apple TV. 
There are more than 1,000 
episodes to whet your 
appetite, with new ones 
added each week, plus 
movies featuring many 
of the same characters.

As you might expect, 
making quality cartoons 
available to the masses 
doesn’t come cheap – 
you’ll have to pay $4.99 per 
month (or $39.99 annually) 
for a subscription once the 
seven-day trial is up. It all 
streams on-demand and 
ad-free, with a single sub 
that also works on iPhone 
or iPad. J.R. BookwalteR

>>>Home Life
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If you have kids, this sort of shape may 
well strike terror into your heart.

You’ll have to put up with a few ads with 
the new service, but otherwise it’s good.

Sony BRaVIa X850e

$2,000 • sony.Com

Sony knows a thing or two 
about how to make a great TV, 

and this 65-inch 4K HDR 
model is a nice balance 

between quality and 
affordability. Sure, Android TV 

still stinks and the build 
quality is a little flimsy, but 

this sucker offers the X1 
picture processing system that 

produces crisp 4K images.

logItech haRmony huB

$100 • logiteCh.Com

This sleek black puck turns 
your iPhone or iPad into a 

multimedia universal remote 
control that works with Apple 

TV and more than 270,000 
other entertainment and 

smart home devices. That’s 
great if you frequently lose 

or misplace remotes. It works 
with Amazon Alexa and Google 
Assistant, but not Siri just yet.

make the most of 
home entertainmentAlthough they’re 

supposed to relieve 
stress, fidget spinners 

make us crazy! But if you have kids 
who can’t get enough of them, 
there’s now one that works on 
your Apple TV, of all places.

Fidget Spinner App & Stickers 
is free, also works on iPhone and 
iPad, and offers eight designs you 
can call up from a menu, and then 
use the Siri Remote to spin them 
to your heart’s content. They’re 
available in blue, light blue, red, 
and pink, so the app covers the 
basics in terms of designs, but 
there are no sound effects or music.

On the plus side, there are no 
ads either, and the same app can 
be used on iPhone or iPad to send 
iMessage stickers featuring unique 
styles not available on Apple TV. 
J.R. BookwalteR

If you like business 
news, chances are 
you’re already 

absorbing the editorial content 
found on Bloomberg, which 
recently overhauled its Apple TV 
app with a host of new features 
including a live dashboard and 
streamlined interface. Featured 
collections include Top News, 
Top Interviews, Cars and Tech, 
and Digital Originals.

Among the coolest features in 
the latest update is the ability to 
view related content while pausing 
video, as well as contextual 
information on the live TV 

dashboard. Bloomberg even offers 
suggestions based on clips you’ve 
watched from the same device, 
thanks to a renewed focus on 
personalized content.
J.R. BookwalteR

Fidget Spinner App & Stickers
stress reliever or generator?
Free

Bloomberg
Better business news
Free

Better living through smarter tech
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Excessive memory use by 
processes like SafariDAVClient can 
be a sign that you need to repair 
permissions in your home folder.

These symptoms are most probably 

caused by incorrect permissions set in 

parts of your home folder, which can 

sometimes occur if you set up Near 

Lock or MacID.

To fix that, select your home folder 

in Finder and choose File > Get Info. 

In the Sharing & Permissions section 

at the bottom of the Info window, 

ensure you’re listed as its owner, with 

read and write permissions. Then click 

That’s the command which Apple 

says completes the process. If it 

returns an error code -69841, enter 

the command chflags -R nouchg ~ 

then repeat the diskutil command. 

When those are complete, log out and 

back in again, or restart, and your Mac 

should have returned to normal.

This is quite different from the 

repair permissions method in Yosemite 

and earlier, which could fix a range of 

problems before El Capitan introduced 

System Integrity Protection (SIP).

Faster, faster!
Can I swap out the hard drive in my 

mid-2012, 15-inch MacBook Pro for 

an SSD?

Yes, and this is wise with High Sierra 

coming, its new file system being 

optimized for SSDs. It’s moderately 

difficult to do, however, and you need 

the right Torx screwdriver to remove 

four bolts at the sides of the HDD. 

Go to bit.ly/2rQlLUP for a full 

photographic guide at iFixit.

Keynote cannot open 
my presentation
I create presentations in Keynote 

6.6.2 on my iMac, export to Keynote 

09 format, and deliver them using 

Keynote 09 on my MacBook. This 

normally works fine but, for some 

reason, my latest presentation is 

completely blank in Keynote 09. 

When I go to the next slide, the app 

crashes. How can I fix this?

Try another presentation which you 

know has worked in the past. This will 

tell you whether it’s just this document 

which has a problem, or whether 

something has happened to the copy 

of Keynote on your MacBook.

Since using Near Lock to unlock my iMac from my iPhone, 
the Mac has run slowly, with SafariDAVClient using resources 
heavily. Also, Apple’s apps such as Preview won’t start up, 
as they quit when trying to do so. What’s wrong?

PerMISSIonS In SIerra

the cog icon to open the pop-up menu, 

and use the “Apply to enclosed items” 

command to apply the same rights 

throughout the folder.

In the article at apple.co/2sKGxcF, 

Apple recommends that you then open 

Terminal (in /Applications/Utilities) 

and type the following command: 

diskutil resetUserPermissions / `id -u` 

You’ll find the ` (grave accent) 

character just above the † key.

TECH SUPPORT & TECHSPLANATIONS
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If it’s just that document, you’ll need 

to work through it to identify what’s 

causing the crash. Chances are that 

it’s some of the content – an image 

or movie on one of the slides, which 

might, for example, use a recent file 

format or compression method which 

is incompatible with the older software 

on your MacBook.

If several Keynote 09 documents 

which used to open fine on the 

MacBook no longer work properly, the 

app or system on that Mac has become 

corrupted or damaged. If this is the 

case, try to remove and replace that 

copy of Keynote, preferably from a 

backup made when you know it was 

working properly, or by reinstalling it 

and subsequent updates to it.

If you can, aim to upgrade your 

Macs to El Capitan or Sierra, and the 

current version of Keynote (7.2 at the 

time of writing) if you rely on them for 

your presentations. You’re then less 

likely to encounter such problems.

Graphics glitches at shutdown
My retina 5K iMac (Late 2015) 

randomly displays lots of colored 

horizontal bands just before it shuts 

down. This doesn’t happen every 

time, and doesn’t seem to affect it 

in any other way. Is this normal?

When shutting down your Mac 

should simply switch to a black screen, 

then the display should go blank as the 

computer powers off. Glitches like this 

Since I updated my iMac 

to macoS Sierra 10.12.4, 

it can’t start up properly. 

Whenever it tries to start 

up, I hear the normal 

chime, then shortly 

afterwards there’s text 

on the display about a 

“panic” warning, and it 

freezes. How should I try 

to fix it next?

this is a “kernel panic” 

occurring during early 

startup, which is possibly 

the result of problems in 

the update. It’s a general 

term for any error from 

which the operating 

system can’t recover, 

and so it shuts down the 

system to prevent any 

further damage.

Although some of the 

latest MacBook Pros 

experienced similar issues 

because of a touch Bar 

firmware update in 10.12.4, 

there shouldn’t have been 

anything to cause this in 

iMacs. this could be a 

coincidental memory 

problem: kernel panics are 

still most likely to be the 

result of hardware failure, 

so try running Apple 

Diagnostics or Hardware 

test by holding D on 

your keyboard at startup.

If your hardware passes 

the test, reset the SMC 

and NVRAM. If that 

doesn’t help, you may 

need to reinstall macOS 

Sierra, which is probably 

best done from the 

Recovery system, entered 

by holding ç+R during 

startup. Further details 

are at bit.ly/updprob.

> Early startup kernel panic

The most common cause of kernel panics remains hardware 
faults, such as memory module failure. It’s always worth 
running hardware tests in this situation.

After using the keyboard shortcut that resets the SMC, it’s worth also using 
the shortcut for an NVRAM reset straight away, particularly for display issues.

When importing old Keynote presentations 
into more recent versions, old and 
incompatible content should be fully 
converted into new formats.

Tech Support & Techsplanations
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>>> can be an early sign of graphics card 

problems, or may be fixed by resetting 

the SMC (System Management 

Controller) and NVRAM (non-volatile 

random access memory).

You’ll need to shut down your iMac 

and disconnect all its peripherals, 

apart from your keyboard, mouse or 

trackpad, and any network cable. 

Disconnect the power cable from the 

back of the iMac, then wait 15 seconds, 

reconnect the cable to the iMac, and 

then wait another five seconds. 

Position your fingers above the 

ç+å+P+R keys, press the power 

button to start up the Mac, and press 

you notice any other display issues, 

call AppleCare support (if you have it), 

as your iMac then needs deeper 

hardware testing and probably repair.

Can an iPad replace a laptop?
I’d like to buy an iPad to use for apps 

such as Word and excel, or their 

equivalents. Is it feasible to send 

and receive fully working documents 

by email, just as I might on a laptop?

Yes: the iPad versions of the apps 

in Microsoft’s Office suite, Apple’s own 

alternatives Pages, Keynote, and 

Numbers, and many third-party apps 

all now come with features which 

compare favorably with macOS apps. 

Documents created and edited with 

them can easily be sent and received 

as email attachments too.

Some of these apps have minor 

limitations compared to their desktop 

counterparts. For example, Microsoft 

Word for iOS doesn’t record or run 

macros, and cannot add or update 

tables of contents, features for which 

you’d need to use a desktop version 

of Word. Microsoft gives a detailed 

comparison of supported features 

across the different platforms at 

bit.ly/2sRtW7P. Oddly, there doesn’t 

seem to be an equivalent list for Excel.

A few years ago, when iPads were 

first becoming popular, it would have 

been a bold and brave move to switch 

to working on an iPad instead of a 

laptop. Now many people have done 

so successfully, and not looked back. 

There are still some areas in which 

you might need access to the 

additional features of macOS software: 

databases are one, with FileMaker Go 

for iOS being an excellent client for 

databases developed in FileMaker Pro 

on macOS (or Windows).

Upgrading my database
I’ve been using an old version of 

FileMaker Pro for a contact 

database. This now crashes 

frequently and needs upgrading. 

Is there something simpler and 

cheaper I should be using instead?

and hold those four keys until your 

Mac restarts and you hear a second 

startup chime. Finally, release the four 

keys and let your Mac complete the 

second startup normally.

If that doesn’t fix the problem, start 

up in Apple’s hardware test mode by 

holding D when powering on, and 

then run the series of tests (see bit.ly/

appltests). If they return a healthy 

result of “ADP000,” this could just be 

a result of a macOS update: download 

and run the latest Combo Update for 

your system from support.apple.com.

If the problem continues, keep an 

eye on it. If it gets more frequent or 

The iPad is a stronger candidate to replace 
a MacBook now, in part thanks to iOS 11.

>>>Ask
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My apple Bluetooth 

wireless keyboard and 

mouse randomly 

disconnect and reconnect 

to my 12-inch MacBook 

(early 2015). My local 

Genius Bar has been 

unable to fix this despite 

replacing the MacBook’s 

motherboard. I can’t 

replicate the problem 

using the same keyboard 

and mouse with another 

Mac. What’s wrong?

This is a not uncommon 

problem in El Capitan and 

Sierra. A useful preliminary 

check is to disconnect all 

other peripherals apart 

from any wired network 

connection, then start up 

with your keyboard and 

mouse connected using 

their charging cables, or 

using wired keyboard and 

mouse, holding D to 

enter Apple Diagnostics. 

Ensure your MacBook is 

well ventilated, to help 

keep it cool. Chances are 

that those tests will return 

a normal result of 

“ADP000,” indicating that 

your Bluetooth hardware 

is working normally, 

and no issues were 

detected with the 

keyboard or mouse.

You should find 

Bluetooth signal 

propagation best 

when your MacBook, 

keyboard, and mouse 

are all on the same 

flat surface without 

intervening objects 

such as paper or china. 

It’s worth checking this, 

although it’s unlikely to be 

the cause of the problem.

Remaining Bluetooth 

dropouts are then almost 

certainly the result of 

these long-known 

problems in macOS, and 

hopefully will one day be 

fixed in an update.

> Bluetooth disconnections

The latest version of FileMaker Pro 

would still be an excellent, although 

expensive, upgrade. You may not use 

much of its power, but it remains easy 

to work with and requires minimum 

effort to import old databases.

A cheaper app which might be more 

suitable is Tinderbox 7 (eastgate.com/

tinderbox). It’s not a database but a 

structured note-keeper, ideal for 

collating and ordering information.

Tinderbox has its own learning 

curve, of course, but is exceptionally 

flexible in importing from and 

exporting to other apps; download 

and try it out to see if you get on with 

it before committing.

Frozen Photos
My Photos library seems to be 

totally stuck. every time I open the 

app, it just sits there doing nothing. 

I’m worried about losing my images 

if I mess with it. any help?

You’re wise to be cautious - allow 

Photos up to an hour before giving up 

on it. First, press ç+å+œ together 

to display the Force Quit dialog. Select 

Photos there – it may be red and “Not 

Responding” – and click the Force Quit 

button. Next, back up Photos’ library 

file, if possible. 

Open a new Finder window, and go 

to the folder where Photos is located – 

normally /Applications. Hold å+ç 

and open the app. It should display a 

dialog offering to repair the current 

default library. Click Repair, and wait.

If the dialog isn’t shown, quit Photos 

again and this time hold å while you 

reopen it. You’ll see a window 

prompting you to select the library you 

want to use. Then quit the app, and use 

the å+ç combination while starting 

Photos to bring up the repair dialog.

Becoming less mobile
How can I cut back on mobile data 

use when using my iPhone?

Fortunately, iOS provides you with 

comprehensive control over apps and 

features eating into your allowance. 

In Settings > Cellular, you can see how 

much apps have used, and flick the 

switches there to restrict apps to Wi-Fi. 

Also consider turning off Wi-Fi Assist, 

which uses cellular data when Wi-Fi is 

poor and which may be a luxury – as 

well as iCloud Drive, at the bottom.

FileMaker Pro may seem like overkill for a 
basic text database, but it remains a very 
friendly app, and simple to use.
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See import history
In the revamped Photos sidebar, 

you’ll find an Imports album, which you 

can also jump to using the shortcut 

≈+5. It provides ongoing tracking 

of recent imports, so you can see 

which photos you added when.

Filter your photos
You can still search photos, but 

each album now has a Showing menu 

too. This defaults to All Photos. Click it 

to filter the album by one or more 

criteria displayed in the pop-up, which 

include keywords and edited images.

Quick changes
If a number of images in an 

album are incorrectly oriented, you 

can select them all and click the Rotate 

icon on Photos’ toolbar to fix that. To 

its left is a new button for marking the 

selected photos as favorites.

Photos – and iPhoto before 
it – has never been a mere tool 
for organizing pictures and 
videos; it’s also packed with 

useful editing features.
In macOS High Sierra, Apple has made 

big changes to this aspect of the app. 
It’s now easier to manage imports and 
filter albums – and you can do far more 
with Live Photos. The app feels more 
considered for fine-tuning images, too. 

Go further with Photos in high sierra
Enjoy smarter Live Photos and advanced color adjustments

Its new Curves and Selective Color tools 
add a professional sheen, and the 
revamped interface is more usable, 
making a bigger range of adjustment tools 
immediately accessible by housing them 
within a scrolling pane.

As ever, though, Photos remains 
a non-destructive editor. You can 
experiment with various adjustments 
and toggle them using the blue check 
mark buttons. CraiG Grannell

REQUIRES
macOS High Sierra, 

Photos, and some images 
(including Live Photos)

yoU wIll lEaRn
How to make use of 

some great new Photos 
features in High Sierra

IT wIll TaKE
30 minutes

how to Manage your photos

>>>Create
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Check out the tools
When editing a photo, click 

the Adjust tab. Previously, you had to 

manually add most adjustment tools, 

but now they’re all ready and awaiting 

input. Scroll down to new tool Curves 

and click Auto to enhance your photo.

trim and tweak
Select a Live Photo and click 

Edit. Under the picture, drag the yellow 

handles to change the start and end 

points of the video component. To 

change the key photo, drag the white 

square, then click Make Key Photo.

Adjust curves
If you’re not keen on what 

Photos does, drag existing points on 

the curve, or click and drag to create 

new ones. Click a point and press ∫ 

to remove it. A classic “S” curve can be 

used to boost contrast and saturation.

Create loops
Got a photo that would make 

a great endless loop? Let Photos do all 

the work: switch the pop-up menu’s 

value from Live to Loop. Photos will 

stabilize and crop your Live Photo, to 

make it work as well as possible.

Selective color
Use Selective Color to select 

hues and boost/desaturate them. 

This can be used to correct tinted 

images, add effects (such as reddening 

greenery in a landscape), or isolate 

a hue by desaturating everything else.

Long exposures
From the same menu, select 

Long Exposure to turn a Live Photo 

into a still in which moving water 

is smoothed or lights become trails. 

This works best if you use a tripod, 

as moving scenes will just blur.

> Further reFine live Photos

More handy tools for your moving pics

We’ve already talked about some of the new features for editing Live Photos, and 

there are more! When editing a photo, you can click the speaker button to silence 

your photo, if you don’t happen to like its audio track. Plus, as an alternative to 

the Loop animation you can choose Bounce, which plays the video back and forth. 

(This is seemingly a legal requirement for any Live Photos of people jumping into 

swimming pools.) Helpfully, the Live label seen when you double-click an image 

updates to reflect the kind of animation you’ve chosen.

how to Perform advanced edits

how to Edit Live Photos

How to do anything on your Mac, iPhone & iPad
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View site settings
To view settings assigned to the site 

you’re reading, go to Safari > Settings for This 

Website. A panel opens under the site address. 

By default, Safari enables content blockers, 

and stops media with sound from playing.

Use Reader
If you put a check mark next to “Use 

Reader when available,” Safari’s Reader view 

will always load when it can. Not all sites are 

compatible, but when one is, you’ll see only an 

article’s headline, byline, imagery, and text.

Of all Of the built-in apps 
we’re happy to see get some 
love in a macOS update, Safari 
is at the top of the list. After 

all, a web browser is something we use 
very frequently – and we want Apple’s 
to be safer, smarter, and faster than 
the competition.

In macOS High Sierra, the big 
changes center on performance, 
privacy, and customization. 
The revamped version of Safari is 
reportedly significantly faster than the 
competition, making it feel snappier 
in use – but also ensuring it doesn’t 
drain your Mac’s battery, if you’re 
sporting a notebook. From a privacy 
standpoint, by default Safari now 
blocks tracking scripts that follow you 
around the web – which is great.

Personalize Safari in High Sierra
Use Safari’s new features to bend the web to your liking

But our favorite new features – which 
are explored in the walkthrough – are 
those that allow you to define settings for 
specific websites. These include whether 
Reader is automatically triggered when 
you visit a site, and if videos should play 
or keep quiet – and stay static. 
Craig grannell

REQUIRES
A Mac running macOS High 

Sierra, and an internet 
connection

yoU wIll lEaRn
How to use Safari’s new 
features to get the best 

reading experience on 
your favorite sites

IT wIll TaKE
10 minutes

HOw tO Use site-specific settings in Safari

tHe big CHangeS Center On PrivaCy, 
PerfOrmanCe, and CuStOmizatiOn

 
GEnIUS TIp

If you set Reader to be 
on at all times, you can 

override it on a per-page/
per-visit basis by clicking 

the Reader icon at the 
left of the search field.

>>>Create
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Configure Reader
Although mostly used to immediately 

delve into web page content, Reader can also 

be an accessibility aid. Click the AA in the 

search field, and then adjust the view’s font 

style/size, and the background color.

Halt distracting videos
Under Auto-Play, Safari should by 

default stop media with sound, ensuring videos 

don’t play over other audio you’re listening to. 

If that doesn’t work on a site – or silent videos 

distract – set Auto-Play to Never Auto-Play.

Change your settings
To update a configuration setting, 

click a pop-up menu and choose a different 

option. To delete a configuration entirely and 

revert to its default state, click the item and 

then the Remove button (or press ∫).

Adjust zoom settings
If you don’t use Reader, you can adjust 

a site’s text size using Page Zoom in the site’s 

settings – just click and choose a new value. 

Unlike in older versions of Safari, your choice 

is assigned only to the current site.

View all your settings
For an overview of all your settings, 

click the Websites tab in Safari’s preferences, 

and then choose a sidebar item. For each of 

them, you’ll see settings split into configured 

websites and currently open websites.

Define Safari defaults
When in the Websites tab, the pop-up 

menu at the bottom-right of the window sets 

Safari’s default value for the current category/

feature. The choice you make here defines 

Safari’s default behavior for all other sites.

 
JaRGon BUSTER

In web parlance, tracking 
refers to website scripts 
that know where you’ve 
been, usually to advertise 
things you’ve looked at.   

 
GEnIUS TIp

To send a page to Chrome 
(if it’s installed) – for 
example, to run a Flash 
game – turn on the 
Develop menu in Advanced 
preferences, then choose 
Develop > Open Page With.
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Airmail 3 is designed to 
organize even the busiest 
accounts. It integrates with 
stacks of third-party apps to 

share information, notes, and events; 
it enables you to hide messages until 
you actually need to do something about 
them; and you can customize everything 
from its icons to what happens when you 
swipe the trackpad. At $9.99 it’s excellent 
value for money.

One of the things we really like about 
Airmail is that it doesn’t force you to 
sacrifice anything. The most powerful 
apps tend to prioritize utility over 
appearance, but Airmail is as pretty as it 
is powerful; it’s also exceptionally easy 
to use and, if you use trackpad swipes, 
keyboard shortcuts, or the new MacBook 
Pro’s Touch Bar, incredibly quick. 

Master your mail 
Say goodbye to email overload with Airmail 3

Where some apps take a like it or lump 
it approach to their interface, Airmail 
enables you to try different themes, add 
or remove on-screen options, and even 
customize which icons appear in the 
message window.

In this tutorial, we’re going to use 
Airmail on macOS, but there’s also 
a really good iOS version for iPhone 
and iPad. Like its macOS sibling, the 
iOS version is very, very fast, and it’s 
particularly pretty on the iPad. For sheer 
speed, though, nothing beats the iPhone 
version: its customizable swipes make it 
easy to tame even the most tumultuous 
email inbox.

If you have a busy inbox (or several), 
running and syncing Airmail across all 
your devices will save you an enormous 
amount of time. Gary Marshall

REQUIRES
AirMail 3, 

an email account

yoU wIll lEaRn
How to tame even the 

most intimidating inbox

IT wIll TaKE
15 minutes

how to Get on top of your inbox with Airmail

Get connected
Airmail supports all the major 

email services. If you have an iCloud 

account, you can import it when you first 

run the app. For other services it’s just 

a matter of providing your username 

and password.

Prove your ID
If you’ve enabled two-factor 

authentication on your email – and you 

should – then once you’ve provided your 

password you’ll also need to provide 

a security code sent to your phone. 

No code, no entry.

See it all
Airmail automatically adds your 

email folders or labels but, as you’ll 

see on the left of the window, it also 

adds its own for quick access to common 

categories. You can customize what 

appears in this panel in Preferences.

airMail is as pretty as it is powerful; 
it’s also exceptionally easy to use 
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See who’s sending
You can cram a lot of detail into 

Airmail’s interface. Here we’ve got 

previews of each message, whether 

they’re starred or not, images of the 

sender, and the currently selected 

message, naturally.

Change everything
Airmail’s Preferences pane is 

packed with options. You can change 

the theme to get something more “Zen,” 

color-code multiple accounts, and specify 

whether or not messages should be 

grouped as conversations.

Use other apps
Airmail is very social and likes 

nothing better than talking to other 

apps such as Google Drive, Dropbox, 

Wunderlist, and so on. It automatically 

uses Calendar and Reminders unless 

you say no on the first run.

Strip it back
One of the most appealing things 

about Airmail is the way you can use 

the View menu to get rid of folders 

and message previews, making the 

app look more like Tweetbot than 

a traditional email app. 

Fit your fingers
The Actions tab in Preferences 

is particularly brilliant – it lets you decide 

what keys, menu buttons, or trackpad 

swipes do what. Shortcuts can save 

stacks of time, especially if you have 

a really busy inbox. 

Email your way
We haven’t even mentioned 

composing messages yet! Here’s the 

compose window, with formatted text. 

Note the attachments menu, which 

enables you to import from iCloud, 

and select image sizes with a click.

Set your snoozes
You can also customize the 

Snooze times to fit your own schedule – 

so if your definition of the weekend 

doesn’t start on Friday at 5 p.m. or your 

working day doesn’t begin at 8 a.m. you 

can change them.

Get into it
You can use Markdown or HTML 

to format your messages. In the latter 

case, Airmail turns your text into editable 

HTML automatically. That’s handy for 

creating mailing templates and other 

complex items.

Have a snooze
The excellent Snooze feature 

enables you to hide the selected 

message until you want it to return. 

For example, you might ask Airmail 

to snooze a message until tomorrow, 

the weekend, or next week. 
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Quick Look Using Ultralink and AnySearch

Searching in Safari is 
easy enough, but by installing 
a few extensions you can make 
it more interesting and 

productive as well. Extensions are 
available from a variety of sources, but 
Apple’s Safari Extensions Gallery is the 
best place to get them – all the ones 
featured there have been certified by 
Apple as being safe.

The extensions we look at 
here add new features to 
Safari. SearchPreview adds 
thumbnail images to search 
results pages, AnySearch 
increases the number of 
search engines from four 
to more than a dozen, and 
Ultralink turns text on web 
pages into information links, 
making it easier to learn.

Bear in mind that while it 
can be useful to have some 

Search smarter with Safari
Free extensions enable you to switch search engines more easily

extra extensions running, it’s not a good 
idea to add too many because they can 
slow down browsing and use up memory. 
Keep them to a minimum and use just 
those you find most helpful. You can go 
to Safari > Preferences > Extensions to 
disable or uninstall any that you no longer 
find useful. Choose Safari > Extensions to 
visit Apple’s gallery. roLand WaddiLove

REQUIRES
Safari

yoU wIll lEaRn
How to improve your 

searching experience by 
installing extra extensions

IT wIll TaKE
10 minutes

UlTRalInKS
Words and phrases, 

especially people, places, 
and technical terms, are 

highlighted when you 
hold ç. Click them to 

open Ultralink and show 
related information.

anySEaRch
Click the AnySearch 
button on Safari’s 
toolbar to see a list of 
search engines. Click the 
one you want to use and 
then just type a word or 
phrase into Safari’s 
search field.

clIcK a lInK
Click a highlighted 

Ultralink on a web page to 
display the widget. Click 

the Ultralink button in the 
widget to open a panel 

that shows related links 
and other info.

map bUTTon
The buttons that appear in 
the Ultralink widget vary 
with the text of the link. 
If the text is a place, like 
this one, a Google Map 
is available.
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Explore Ultralinks 
Click a highlighted Ultralink 

and a widget containing several 

buttons will appear. Click the “W” to 

read a Wikipedia entry explaining the 

word or phrase, and also to display 

image slideshows.

 Install search 
extensions 

Choose Safari > Safari Extensions. 

Search for “Ultralink,” “AnySearch,” 

and “SearchPreview” one at a time, 

and click the “Install now” link under 

each one on the search results pages.

Change engines
In Safari > Preferences > Search, 

Apple provides a choice of just four 

search engines in the pop-up at the top 

of the tab. Having installed AnySearch, 

click its button on Safari’s toolbar and 

you can choose from 18!

 See site thumbnails 
Use one of the engines built in 

to Safari (Google, DuckDuckGo, Bing, or 

Yahoo) to search for something, such 

as “Mars missions.” SearchPreview 

adds a thumbnail image next to each 

site that appears in the search results.

 Search anywhere 
Select a different search engine 

from that list – such as Ask, shown 

here – then type a word or phrase in 

Safari’s search field. The search results 

then come from the search engine you 

chose from AnySearch’s menu.

Show Ultralinks
Go to any page that contains 

a reasonable amount of text and hold 

ç. Ultralink scans the text and turns 

keywords and phrases it finds there 

into links, which are then highlighted 

to grab your attention.

hoW to Add Safari search extensions

> get more LinkS

Exploring Ultralink further

Ultralink creates numerous links from keywords in a page’s text and from there 

you can explore related links in its pop-up widget and on its website. Follow the 

links and discover new things on the web that you didn’t know were related. It’s a 

great extension to have, and fascinating to explore when you have time. 

Click one of the Ultralinks on a web page and then click the Ultralink button in 

the widget – it looks like a blue eye. This opens the Ultralink panel showing related 

words and links, and the keyword category.

Then click the category in the Ultralink panel to open a new browser tab that 

displays images related to the category. Each of the images is a link to a website. 

Scroll down the page and click images to go there.
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How many different bits 
of information do you need to 
carry around in your head or 
on your Mac at one time? 

If you’re anything like us, it’s a lot; 
grocery lists and to-do lists and things 
to remember and things to download later 
and things to look up and things to find 
out about and… we’re tired just thinking 
about it. Wouldn’t it be great if you could 
shove all of that into a simple app that 
enables you to find what you need 
whenever you need it? That’s Bear.

Bear is a combination of two kinds of 
app: it’s a note-taking/to-do app, and a 
writing app too. It supports Markdown 
formatting, can export in a wide range of 
file formats, and comes with a generous 
selection of import and export options to 
get information from and to your existing 

Knock ideas into shape with Bear
Bear can manage your ideas, lists, and much more

apps. There’s a companion iOS app for 
both iPhone and iPad, although if you 
want to sync between different devices 
you’ll need a Pro subscription.

Bear’s developer has taken an unusual 
approach: it has put almost all of the 
important features in the free app. 
However, a Pro subscription does unlock 
some really useful goodies – you get the 
ability to use themes to change Bear’s 
appearance, advanced exporting in PDF, 
HTML, DOCX, JPEG, and RTF formats, and 
syncing between multiple Mac and iOS 
devices, for $1.49 per month or $14.99 
a year – and you get a month’s free trial 
thrown in too.

That sounds like a bargain to us, but 
in this tutorial we’ll stick with the free 
version to discover what you can get 
without paying a penny. Gary marsHall

REQUIRES
Bear, OS X 10.10 or later

yoU wIll lEaRn
How to add, organize, and 

export notes in Bear

IT wIll TaKE
15 minutes

How to Start making notes in Bear

Meet Bear
When you first open Bear you’ll 

see this cheery welcome screen. This 

itself is a Bear note: to change the note 

just click it in the middle section. You’ll 

see Notes, Trash, and a welcome hashtag 

on the left.

Get going
Pressing ç+N creates a new 

note, and from there it’s just a matter of 

typing. Bear applies the H1 heading style 

to your note’s first line, and you can use 

familiar shortcuts such as ç +B and  

ç +I to style your text.

Add a link
Bear knows about two kinds of 

links: web links and links to other notes 

in Bear. Here we’ve pasted an address 

straight from Safari’s address bar, and 

Bear has automatically turned it into a 

clickable link.

almost all of tHe important features 
are availaBle in tHe free app
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Add an image
Unlike many notes apps and text 

editors, Bear can show images inline 

instead of making them attachments or 

thumbnails – although you can switch to 

using thumbnails if you prefer. Just drag 

and drop your image.

Insert media
Here we’ve dragged and dropped 

a drawing of guitar chords into our note, 

but you could embed a music file or video 

if you prefer. If something can be 

previewed using Quick Look in Finder, 

it can be previewed inside a note.

Export your notes
Export options are limited in the 

free version: you can’t generate PDFs, 

DOCX, or HTML without a Pro account. 

But you can still export in a range of 

other standard formats, including plain 

and rich text, plus Markdown.

Get tagging
To use or create a tag just type 

a hash and then the tag’s name, without 

a space in between them. For example, 

#maclife. You can assign as many of 

these tags as you like; they’ll all appear 

in the black navigation panel.

Make a to-do list
One of our favorite features is 

Bear’s instant to-do lists. Select the text 

you want to turn into a list, press ç+T, 

and each line gets a check box. Clicking a 

box places a cross in it, and draws a line 

through the adjacent item.

Share your stuff
Bear also uses macOS’s Share 

sheet, which enables you to send content 

to specific apps or services, such as 

Messages, Notes, Facebook, and Twitter. 

The list shown depends on what apps 

you have installed.

Get information
At the very top right of the main 

window you’ll see an information button. 

Clicking this shows you the word count 

and other statistics, and enables you to 

pin notes so that they stay at the top of 

their respective tag.

Cut the clutter
If you prefer a really minimal 

writing environment you can switch 

between three, two, and one-panel 

layouts using the little icon at the bottom 

right of the main window. Full-screen 

display is available too.

Find things again
Tagging makes notes easy to find. 

By default, the navigation shows top-level 

tags, but you can nest tags within each 

other, such as #maclife #issue133. You’ll 

see a clickable arrow next to a tag in the 

sidebar if others are nested within it.
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Quick Look Affinity Photo’s interface

Affinity Photo iS Serif’s 
professional-grade image 
editing app for macOS and 
Windows, and its move to iPad 

is a bit of a big deal. Before now, apps 
such as Apple’s Photos and Handy Photo 
from Adva Soft have been powerful, but 
lacked the kind of precision and many of 
the features we expect from software such 
as Adobe Photoshop. The iPad version of  
Affinity Photo, however, shares the same 
core tech and tools as the Mac version.

Having this sort of app on the iPad 
is important for a number of reasons. 
It moves the tablet from being just 
a convenient way to view photos into 
the category of device on which 
photographers can actually do serious 
work. And that means we could see many 
more apps unleashing capabilities that 
had been stuck on desktop only.

Affinity Photo offers photo retouching, 
including blemish and red-eye removal, 

Edit images in Affinity Photo
Serif’s desktop app for pro-quality photo retouching jumps to iPad

as well as darkroom tools such as dodging 
and burning. If you use Photoshop, you’ll 
recognise the Levels and Curves windows, 
which alter the brightness of your images, 
and there’s a full layers and masks system 
to build up complicated effects. 

There are all the filters you could need, 
and the app is split into sections known 
as “personas” for working with raw image 
files, using Liquify to transform your 
image, and the creation of high dynamic 
range (HDR) images. The app also has  
tools for painting, cropping, handling 
typography, and undoing previous work 
that you’d expect to find in any 
professional image-editing app.

You’ll need an iPad Air 2, any iPad Pro, 
or the iPad 5th-generation (released 
earlier in 2017) to use Affinity Photo, 
because its processing requirements are 
quite high. A stylus might also be a good 
idea, but we’ll be working mainly using 
the humble finger. iAn EvEndEn

REQUIRES
iPad Air 2, iPad Pro, 

or iPad (5th generation); 
Affinity Photo app

yoU wIll lEaRn
How to open and edit 

images in Affinity Photo

IT wIll TaKE
15 minutes

PERSonaS
These change the way 

Affinity works, with 
custom views for photo 

tweaks, raw image editing, 
and HDR processing.

Undo
To undo or redo your 
actions, these two arrows 
are usefully placed 
near your right thumb.

ToolS
Look here for the Crop 

tool, color-sampling 
eyedropper, and various 

brushes and colors.

MEnUS
Over to the right are 
menus for adjustments, 
filters, lens effects, layers, 
and the History palette.
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how to Edit your images

Basic alterations
There are contrast and brightness 

options near the top of the Adjustments stack, 

and Levels and Curves lower down. The app 

doesn’t use a histogram for these – instead, 

you input values as numbers at the bottom.

Sharpen
Use Unsharp Mask to sharpen the high 

contrast areas of your picture, potentially 

bringing out some detail. It won’t rescue an 

out-of-focus image, but this filter can improve 

the look of one that is slightly soft.

Filters
The next icon down from Adjustments, 

which looks like a funnel, houses the filters. 

They’re in alphabetical order and can be 

moved through in sections using the arrows 

at the top of the panel. Find Unsharp Mask.

Export
Tap the icon that looks like three dots 

on a page (at top left) for resize and export 

options. You can choose the format and pixel 

dimensions of the file, and save it to the cloud, 

or tap Share to send it straight to social media.

 
JaRGon BUSTER

Layers in image editing 
apps are like sheets of 
plastic film on a projector. 
You can build up your 
composition one layer at 
a time, and rearrange 
them if you need to.

Get some images
Affinity Photo integrates with iCloud 

Drive (pick “Import from Cloud”). It can open 

photos from other cloud storage providers, 

if enabled in Locations, from your library in 

Photos, and even from the iPad’s camera too.

First tweaks
Once your image is open in the Editing 

persona, tap the icon of three dots in a square 

on the right of the interface. This opens an 

Adjustments panel, which contains some basic 

image enhancement tools.

 
GEnIUS TIP

The app’s adjustments can 
be added as layers if you 
choose, so you can go 
back and switch them off, 
or alter their intensity – 
even if you created them 
some time ago.
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Quick Look Color schemes

Mind Maps offer an 
incredibly flexible and easy 
way to keep track of ideas and 
projects without tying you into 

a strict workflow or structure – and when 
it comes to mind-mapping apps, you 
won’t find one simpler or more elegant 
than Mindly. It’s ridiculously easy to use: 
Simply jot down your thoughts as a series 
of interconnected items that can be as 
basic as a single line of text, or as 
developed as text, description, and 
icon, complete with web link or 
attached photo. It’s a great way to 
start a project or plan.

Mindly organizes items into a 
multilevel hierarchy, with sub-items 
orbiting their parent in a circle. 
Our step-by-step guide here explains 
how to quickly get your mind map up 
and running.

Once you’ve got the basics in place, 
you’ll start to learn all Mindly’s 

create mind maps easily
Structure your thoughts with Mindly’s powerful free mind-mapping tools

hidden tips and tricks – for example, 
you can rotate items around their parent 
using your finger, which is a handy way to 
keep track as the number of items grows. 

Along with Mindly’s intuitive touches – 
for example, it’ll adapt how it’s displaying 
things to keep your notes as accessible as 
possible – you’ve got a mind-mapping 
solution to help you bring your next big 
idea to fruition right on your iPad. 
nick peers

REQUIRES
Mindly (free,  
with optional  

in-app purchases),  
iOS 9 or later

yoU wIll lEaRn
How to create, edit, 

and share a mind map

IT wIll TaKE
15 minutes

ColoR SChEmE
Mindly splits its colors 

into two categories: 
Mindly Classics (muted 

tones) and Bright Colors.

no ChangE
Select this to color each 
sub-item individually – 
perfect if you want full 
control of your map’s look.

SElECT ColoR
Tap a color to select it and 

the preview will update. 
Tap other colors to see 

which works best.

VaRyIng ThE 
ChIld ThEmE
This child theme colors 
subsequent items using 
variations of the main 
color. It’s the best option 
for quickly setting up 
your mind map.
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Add extra items
Time to add the first layer of 

sub-item: tap the + button around the 

original to set up a sub-item in the 

same way as you did for the parent 

one. Use this first level to create an 

overall structure for your map.

Your first item
Open Mindly. If prompted, 

choose where to store your document 

(on your device, iCloud, or Dropbox). 

Tap the + button and give your first 

item a title. Tap the notepad icon to 

enter a description for your idea.

Move/copy items
If you want to move or copy an 

item, drag it to the white button that 

appears in the top right-hand corner of 

the screen. Navigate to its destination, 

then tap and drag, and then choose to 

move or copy it there.

Flesh out structure
Continue to build out your 

structure. Tap an item to make it the 

focus, allowing you to add sub-items 

to it. Tap and drag an item to the black 

dot in the bottom right if you want to 

remove it from your mind map.

Set color
Tap Color to choose a color 

scheme. Tap a color to select it, then 

tap “Define Child Theme” to determine 

how additional items will be colored – 

see the annotations on the previous 

page for a more detailed explanation.

Navigation aids
Tap items to delve deeper into 

your mind map, or tap the parent item 

in the top-left corner to go up one 

level. To view the whole mind map and 

jump quickly to a different area, tap 

the star-shaped button on the left.

Add photos & links
Tap the button in the top-right 

corner to take a photo, select an 

existing image, or generate a web link 

to add to an item. Drag this onto any 

item in your map. Choose Copy Inside 

if you want it to be a sub-item there.

Add an icon
Select the Icon tab to add 

another distinguishing mark to your 

item. 15 categories are provided (scroll 

down). Tap the arrow next to one to 

view its contents and select an icon, 

then tap the check mark to finish.

How to Set up your first mind map with Mindly

Share with others
Tap the printer button to print 

your mind map, or tap the Share one 

to send it to other Mindly users or 

export it as a PDF file. Other sharing 

options require purchasing the full 

version as an in-app purchase ($6.99).
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>>> Get to grips 
with iCloud 

>>> Learn more 
about High Sierra 

>>> Helpful yet often 
ignored Mac features
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AT THE TurN of 2008, PC makers had 

caught on to the need to make laptops 

smaller to appeal to more users. They’d 

responded with designs like Sony’s VAIO 

TZ90, which used an 11.1-inch screen and 

a reduced keyboard to get the size and 

weight down to a point where Notebook 

Review praised it as “ridiculously small” 

and “the best looking laptop I have ever 

laid my eyes on.” The black plastic 

machine was 1.18 inches at thickest. 

When Steve Jobs stepped out to 

launch Macworld Expo San Francisco on 

January 15 that year, it was rumored he’d 

address this new market. Instead, he 

multitouch trackpad, and how a whole 

Mac had been condensed onto a board 

the length of a pencil. Within months, 

the Air was the template for many rival 

ultrabooks – and it stayed that way for 

years to come.

Later, the unibody manufacturing 

technique that debuted with the Air was 

used on other portable Macs, which have 

followed in its footsteps in the years 

since to also become dramatically 

thinner and considerably lighter.

obliterated it. The first slide introducing 

the MacBook Air showed the profile of 

the VAIO TZ, then superimposed the Air. 

It was visibly half as thick, tapering at 

the front to almost nothing.

To emphasize the point, Jobs 

produced the Air from inside a standard 

manila envelope. When he pulled it out, 

the innovation was all the more striking: 

this was Apple’s first ever aluminum 

unibody, a silver blade that almost 

disappeared when Jobs, ever the 

stage magician, held it up balanced 

horizontally on his hand. He focused on 

the full-size backlit keyboard, the large 

NEXT ISSUE ON SALE

OcT 17

rANdOM ApplE MEMOry

MacBook Air
Adam Banks remembers when Apple’s first ultraportable  

proved that a “subnotebook” could offer more, not less
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